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CRUISIN' THE EASY WAY 
• Use our fast moving CRUISE LINE 

bulletin board to get phone numbers 
that may have been left moments 
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Listen to local men's voices who 
want to meet you - or leave your own 
message! 

• You choose the area code for both 
systems. 

I-900-737-6366 

$1.99 per minute 
ADULTS OVER 18 PLEASE 
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Men... Join us in 

PUERTO VILLARTA 
January 18 - 25 

Air-Hotel-Transfers included 
$599 - Call for details 

SAVE TRAVEL 
LOCAL NATIONWIDE 

[414) 786-7360 1-800-229-3080 

Gag Side 

GRAPHICS
POSTERS 
FRAMING 

1209 E. 
BRADY 
HOURS: 
M-F 10-6 
SAT. 10-5 
277.8228 

GRAV A 
G ALLERY 

by Tom Rena 

GIVE A GIFT TO 
THE COMMUNITY 

Be Part of the 
Proud Crowd 

For '10 you can help make the 1992 Pride Celebration even better! With 
a '20 or more donation, you'll receive a rainbow flag pin.* With a '30 or 

more donation you'll receive a 1991 MLGPC T-Shirt.* "Proud Crowd" 
names will be published in the Holiday Issue of In Step Magazine. 

Send '10 per name to: 
"Proud Crowd" - MLGPC 

P.O. Box 93852 
Milwaukee, WI 53203 

*All gifts will be sent via return mail and are valid only while 
supplies last. Only one gift per person with qualifying donation. 

An Official 1992 Prid• 
Evonf Fund Raisar 

For more info call 
32-PRIDE 
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News 
Milwaukee Lavender Network 
issues own proposals 

Milwaukee — The Milwaukee Lavender 
Network expressed satisfaction at its 
October 30 meeting that the Mayor's Blue 
Ribbon Commission report, issued 
October 15, often lifted entire sections 
from the MLN police- community relations 
proposals. 

MLN turned over a nearly 30 page 
report to the BRC on October 1 that 
contained 32 appendices. The end result 
was a 3 inch thick report in a binder that 
impressed not only the BRC, but other 
community groups as well. 

Most of the other impacted community 
groups who worked with the BRC have 
paid staff. MLN does not. The reports 
compiled by other community groups did 
not come close in thoroughess of contest. 

Even though the people who put the 
MLN proposal together did so under the 
banner of MLN. in reality it was just four 
individuals who worked their collective 
'butts' off. Those four deserve special 
recognition for their efforts: Kitty Barber, 
Karen Gotzler, and Margaret Snow all of 
the Lesbian Alliance of Metro Milwaukee 
(LAMM); and Robert Zimmerman of 
Lutherans Concerned. Their research was 
on several levels: close examination of all 
rules and training in the Milwaukee Police 
Department; working with police 
departments in other cities: coordinating 
with various local and national 
Gay/Lesbian groups; and plenty of 
reading and archival searches. 

The first MLN meeting drew over 40 
individuals. Less than a dozen attended 
the October 30 meeting called to hear 
reports from various task groups, and to 
discuss the future of the MLN. 

REVIEW OF BRC HEARING 
Everyone at the meeting agreed the 

BRC's special hearing for the Gay and 
Lesbian community came off better than 
expected. The MLN addressed specific 

problem areas, provided full 
documentation, and made concrete 
suggestions. Part of the documentation 
included results of a survey of the 
Gay/Lesbian community that was 
designed. distributed and compiled by 
those named above Nearly a 10 percent 
return provided startling evidence of 
police harassment and in-action. 

The Gay/Lesbian hearing was the most 
well attended group — specific hearing, 
and comments from some of the BRC 
members suggested it was one of the 
most well received. The MLN report 
impressed the BRC so thoroughly, that 
the BRC incorporated much of the MLN 
proposals into the report they presented 
over to Mayor Norquist. 

FIRE & POLICE COMMISSION 
MLN's next step is a "fine tuning" of 

the report issued to the BRC, with 
intentions of presenting the refined 
report, in its entirety, to the Milwaukee 
Fire and Police Commission. MLN's 
Police Proposal Task Group looked for 
specific input or additions and/or 
modifications at the Oct. 30 meeting 
before submitting the refined proposal to 
the FPC. 

Mostly minor style changes, including 
rewriting the report in the same language 
as the BRC report were suggested. Since 
the BRC did not address either Hate 
Crimes issues, or issues surrounding 
creation of supportive environments for 
Gay/Lesbian officers, those sections of 
the MLN proposals to the FPC will be 
strengthened. 

It was also decided to present the MLN 
report to the FPC divided into sections 
appropriate for individual FPC 
committees. It was hoped that this effort 
would make the FPC's job of reviewing 
the material more organized and easier to 
comprehend. 

\\\ 
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MIIwauk®®  Lav®nd®r  Network
issues own  proposals

Milwaukee -  The Milwaukee Lavender
Network    expressed    satisfaction    at    its
October 30 meeting that the Mayor's Blue
F{ibbon     Commission     report,     issued
October   15,   often   lifted   entire   sections
from the MLN police-  community relations
proposals.

MLN   turned   over   a   nearly   30   page
report   to   the   BBC   on   October   1   that
contained  32  appendices.  The  end  result
was a 3  inch  thick report in a  binder  that
impressed  not  only  the  BBC,   but  other
community groups as well.

Most  of  the  other  impacted  community
groups  who  worked  with   the  BRC   have
paid   staff,   MLN   does   not.   The   reports
compiled  by  other  community  groups  did
not come close in thoroughess Of contest.

The  first  MLN   meeting   drew  over  40
individuals.   Less  than  a   dozen   attended
the   October   30   meeting   called   to   hear
reports  from  various  task  groups,  and  to
discuss the future of the MLN.

REVIEW OF BRC HEARING
Everyone   at   the   meeting   agreed   the

BRC's   special   hearing   for  the   Gay   and
Lesbian  community  came  off  better  than
expected.   The   MLN   addressed   specific

problem   .     areas,         provided         full
documentaflon,    and    made    concrete
suggestions.   Part   of   the   documentation
included    results    of    a    survey    Of    the
Gay/Lesbian     community     that     was
designed,   distributed   and   compiled   by
those  named  above.   Nearly  a  10  percent
return    provided    startling    evidence    Of
police harassment and in-action.

The Gay/Lesbian  hearing  was the  most
well  attended  group`  -   Specific  hearing,
and   comments   from   some   of   the   BFZC
members   suggested   it   was   one   Of   the
most   well   ieceived.    The    MLN    report
impressed  the  BBC  so  thoroughly,   that
the  BRC  incorporated  much  Of  the  MLN
proposals  into  the  report  they  presented
over to Mayor Norquist.

FIRE & POLICE COMMISSION
MLN's  next  step  is  a  "fine  tuning"  of

the    report    issued    to    the    BRC,    with
intentions   of   presenting   the   refined
report,   in  its  entirety,   to  the  Milwaukee
Fire    and    Police     Commission.     MLN's
Police   Proposal   Task   Group   looked   for
specific    input    or    additions    and/or
modifications   at   the    Oct.,    30    meeting
before  submitting  the  refined  proposal  to
the FPC.

Mostly  minor  styl6  changes,   including
rewriting the report  in  the same  language
as the  BRC  report  were  suggested.  Since
the   BRC   did   not   address   either   Hate
Crimes    issues,    or    issues    surrounding
creation   of   supportive   environments   for
Gay/Lesbian   officers,   those   sections   of
the   MLN   proposals   to  the   FPC  will   be
strengthened.

It was also decided  to present the MLN
report  to  the   FPC   divided   into  sections
appropriate       for       'individual       FPC
committees.  It  was  hoped  that  this  effort
would  make  the  FPC's  job  of  reviewing
the material more organized and easier to
comprehend.
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The MLN's proposal, in its final form, 
will be presented to the FPC later this 
month 

MEDIA VISITS 
Part of the MLN original agenda. in 

light of the Dahmer case and the bad 
press associated with it. was a decision to 
educate the media on Gay/Lesbian 
issues. Even though the Gay/Lesbian 
community has had meetings with the 
media in the past, it had not been for 
several years. 

After researching the topic, and 
coordinating with national G/L groups, 
the MLN Media Taskforce made its first 
contact on October 30. They started with 
the biggest force in town - the 
Milwaukee Journal. The taskforce 
reported an initially cool reception that 
quickly warmed to the point that "We had 
a great meeting with various Journal 
editors." 

The taskforce sought to educate the 
editors on how to cover Gay/Lesbian 
stories, the impact of their coverage on 
our community. as well as a list of 
suggested positive articles. In addition 
they provided a 'style guide' as to the 
appropriate language, and terminology to 
be used about our community. Finally, a 
list of experts on various G/L topics was 
presented to the editors to give them 
sources that are reflective of the diversity 
of our community. 

Visits to other media outlets have 
already been scheduled. The taskforce 
asked for broader participation by other 
members of MLN so all the work didn't 
fall on the same individuals. 

COMMUNITY OUTREACH 
The MLN's Community Outreach 

Taskforce. another original agenda item, 
reported great success on building 
bridges between our community and other 
diverse community groups in the city. 

OUTRAGE IN 
MILWAUKEE 

Often, it was the first time that 
African-American, Hispanic, or Asian 
groups had ever worked with the 
Gay/Lesbian community. Coalitions were 
formed, with Gays and Lesbians fully 
incorporated into their structures. 

A reflection of the inroads made is that 
six of 12 steering committee members of 
the broad based Community Action 
Coalition are Gay or Lesbian. Quite 
impressive considering that we never 
worked with these groups before. 

Problems are forse,..n centering on 
burnout. Gays and Lesbians must 
remember we have our agenda, and the 
other minority groups have their specific 
agendas. While some of our agendas 
overlap, many others do not. Questions 
arose of where to - citaw the line." 
especially since so few Gay and Lesbian 
activists are actively involved in the 
efforts. 

Stephanie Hume commented she 
belongs to LAMM, the MLN and to the 
Community Oriented Policing coalition. 
"All three groups often address the same 
issues, but you have o go to three 
meetings, and that's ust too much 
time." 

It was decided to con ;we the liaisons 
and working relations! ;is with other 
groups, but to work in coalitions only 
when there is some benefit for us in it. If 
there are no benefits for our community. 
then we must concentrate on our own 
issues. One person commented that we 
can't concentrate our activists time and 
money on all these myriad issues and 
ignore or set aside our own.

FUTURE OF MLN 
As mentioned earlier, what had started 

out with over 40 people energized around 
important issues, has dwindled to less 
than a dozen people pulling the workload. 
There are those who question whether the 
MLN should continue after its original 
goals have been met. Others, who have 
wanted a broad based Gay/Lesbian 
coalition for years, hope to see it continue 
in the future. 

One person commented we need to 
continue the MLN - but we need a 
broader cross section of groups to be 
actively participating for it to work. 
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The  MLN's  proposal,  in  its  final  form,
will  be  presented  to  the  FPC  later  this
month.

MEDIA VISITS
Part  Of  the   MLN.  original   agenda,   in

light  Of  the   Dahmer   case   and   the   bad
press associated with it,  was a decision to
educate   the    ned.i_a   on    Gay/Lesblan
issues.    Even    though    the    Gay/Lesbian
community   has   had   meetings   with   the
media  in  the  past,   it  had  not  been  for
several years.

After    researching    the    topic,    and
coordinating   with   national   G/L   groups,
the  MLN  Media  Taskforce  made  its  first
contact  on  October  30.  They  Started  with
the    biggest    force    in    town    -    the
Milwaukee    Journal.     The     task force
reported   an   initially   cool  `reception   that
quickly warmed to the point that "We had
a   great   meeting   with   various   Journal
editors . "

The   tasl{force   Sought   to   educate   the
editors   on   how   to   cover   Gay/Lesbian
stories,  the  impact  of  their  coverage  on
our    community,    as    well    as   a    list   Of
suggested   positive   articles.    In   additlbn
they  provided   a   `style  guide'   as  to  the
appropriate  language,  and  terminology  to
be  used  about  our  community.  Finally,  a
list  of  experts  on  various  G/L. topics  was
presented   to   the   editors   to   give   them
sources that are  reflective of the diversity
of our community.

Visits    to    other    media    outlets    have

::rkeeaddyforbebernoa:::eg:::i:ipaT]hoen:ayskof::::
members  Of  MLN  so  all  the  work  didn't
fall on the same individuals.

COMM UNITY OUTREACH
The    MLN's    Community    Outreach

Taskforce,  another  original  agenda  item,
reported   great   success    on    bulldlng
bridges between our community and other
diverse   community   groups   ln   the   city.

Often,    it    was    the    first    time    that
African-American,     Hispanic,     or    Asian
groups    had    ever    wQrked    with    the
Gay/Lesbian  community.  Coalitlons  were
formed,    with   Gays   and   Lesbians   fully
incorporated into their structures.

A reflection  Of the  inroads made  is that
six  of  12  steering  committee  members  of
the   broad   based   Community   Action
Coalition    are    Gay    or    Lesbian.     Quite
impressive    considering    that    we    never
worked with these groups before.

Problems    are    forseen    centerlng    on
burnout.    Gays    and    Lesbians    must
remember  we  have  our  agenda,  and  the
other  minority  groups  have  their  specific
agendas.    While   some    of   ollr   agendas
overlap,   many  others   do  not.   Questions
arose   of   where    to    "draw    the    line,"
especially  since  so  few  Gay  and  Lesbian
activists    are    actively    involved    in    the
efforts.

Stephanie    Hume    commented    she
belongs  to  LAMM,  the  MLN  and  to  the
Community   Oriented   Policing    coalition.
"All three groups often address the same

issues,    but   you    have    to   go   to.  three
meetings,    and    that's    just    too    much
time."

It  was  decided  to  continue  the  lialsons
and    working    relationships    with    other
groups,.  but   to   work   in   coalltions   only
when there  is  some  benefit for  us  in  it.  If
there  are  no  benefits  for  our  community,
then   we   must   con-centrate `on   our   own
issues.   One   person   commented  that  we
can't  concentrate  our  activists  time  and
money   on   all   these   myriad   issues   and
ignore or set aside our own.

One   person   commented   we   need   to
continue   the   MLN   -   but   we   need   a
broader   cross   section   Of   groups   to   be
actively participating for it to work.
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Another commented there is too much 
in the process now to give up the Network 
and suggested setting new goals and 
attacking them with the same vigor as was 
evidenced after the Dahmer incident. 

Karen Gotzler. LAMM, wanted to know 
"when are we working together as a 
network and when are we working on our 
own groups goals?" 

It was discussed that at least the MLN 
can help the process for when we (various 
Gay/Lesbian groups) work together and 
when we don't so things aren't done at a 
cross purpose. (Two groups working on 
the same result going about it in different 
ways.) 

As things now stand, MLN will have at 
least one more meeting to review the FPC 
proposal. That meeting is scheduled for 
Monday. November 18, 6:30pm, at The 
Counseling Center. 2038 N. Bartlett. A 
decision on the future of the Lavender 
network could also be made at the 
meeting. 

[Editor's Comment: If you or your 
group is interested in the continuation of 

this valuable networking resource, your 
attendance at that meeting is fully 
encouraged. The opportunity for the 
Milwaukee Gay/Lesbian community to 
finally address critical issues facing us is 
here. Don't let the Milwaukee Lavender 
Network slip into obscurity.] 

State hate crimes 
law gets 
added muscle 

Madison — Enforcement of 
Wisconsin's law against hate crimes will 
be strengthened under legislation, 
sponsored by Rep. David Clarenbach, 
which passed the Assembly in mid 
October.

Assembly Bill 507 was endorsed on a 
voice vote and sent to the State Senate. 
where it is sponsored by Sen. Thomas 
Barrett (D- Milw.). 

Clarenbach (D-Madison) proposed the 
changes to help police and prosecutors 
who have been seeking tougher penalties 

contd. on page 8 

FREE ANONYMOUS' 
HIV Testing & Counseling 

MADISON BAR SCHEDULE 
Counseling & Testing Hours: 9:00pm-1:00am 

Results will be ready ONE WEEK later. 

Friday, November 8 - ROD'S/THE NEW BAR 
Saturday, November 9 - CLUB 3054 

For More Information, Contact: 
Tim Tillotson (Blue Bus Clinic 262-7440) or Beth Menke or 

Mary Jo Hussey (Madison Department of 
Public Health 266-4821) 
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Another  commented  there  is  too  much
in the process now to give up the Network
and   suggested   setting   new   goals   and
attacking them with the same vigor as was
evidenced after the Dahmer Incident.

Karen Gotzler,  LAMM,  wanted to know
"when   are   we   working   together   as   a

network and  when  are  we working on our
own groups goals?"

It was discussed  that  at  least  the  MLN
can help the process for when  we  (various
Gay/Lesbian  groups)   work  together  and
when  we don't so things aren't done  at  a
cross  purpose.   (Two  groups  u}orklng  on
the same result going about it in  different
ways.)

group  is  interested  ln  the  contlnuatlon  of

this   valuable   networking   resource,   your
attendance    at    that    meeting    is    fully
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Milwaukee    Gay/Lesbian    community    to
finally  address  critical  issues  facing  us  is
here.  Don't  let  the  Milwaukee  Lavender
Network slip into obscurit

State hate crimes
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Wisconsin's  law  against  hate  crimes  will
be    strengthened    under    legislation,
sponsored   by   Rep.    David    Clarenbach,
which    passed    the    Assembly    in    mid
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where   it   ls   sponsored   by   Sen.   Thomas
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Clarenbach   (D-Madison)   proposed   the
changes  to   help   police   and   prosecutors
who  have  been  seeking  tougher~penalties

contd. on page 8
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WISCONSIN 
PHONE PERSONALS 

AT LAST, A PHONE PERSONALS SERVICE EXCLUSIVELY 
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• Record your own dating personal 
• Private "yoke mailboxes" let you receive 
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other guys. No need to put your phone 
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• Fast, fun, private...new ads daily! 
• Cancel anytime for any reason! 
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• FOOD & REFRESHMENTS • 
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• DRAWING FOR TWO FREE TICKETS ON 
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Anywhere in the United States & Canada 
(Except Hawaii, Alaska & Puerto Rico) 
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Line 414/964-6199 
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800/933-8330 Fax: 414/964-6306 
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contd. from page 6 

for crimes motivated by bigotry. 
Wisconsin's Hate Crimes Act, which 
Clarenbach authored in 1978, allows a 
judge to add up to five years to a 
criminal's sentence, if the jury finds that 
the victim was chosen because of their 
minority status. 

"This new legislation intensifies our 
commitment to fight hate crimes —
including Gay-bashing, anti- Semitism 
and racial attacks — by making sure that 
the law works as It was Intended to," 
Clarenbach said. 

Law enforcement officials have 
encountered several obstacles in 
enforcing the law, Clarenbach said. In 
some cases, criminals have escaped the 
hate crime penalties because they were 
wrong about the victim's minority status; 
in others, they have been cleared because -
bigotry was only part of the motivation for 
their crime. 

"We owe it to our police and 
prosecutors — and we owe it to the 
victims of hate crimes — to close these 
loopholes," Clarenbach said. 

Assembly Bill 507 makes two changes 
to address the problem. First, it would 
allow a jury to find that a hate crime has 
been committed if the criminal acted "in 
whole or in part" because of the victim's 
status. Second, it would clarify that the 
law applies to the criminal's "belief or 
perception" about the victim's status, 
whether or not that belief was correct. 

"These may sound like small changes, 
but they are very important," Clarenbach 
said. "Our police and prosecutors are 
trying vigorously to enforce the hate 
crimes law, but they need our support to 
get the job done. AB 507 will add muscle 
to their efforts to protect us from those 
criminals who make victims of us all by 
attacking who we are." 

OPEN 
SUNDAY, 

Nov. 10. 4Pm 
1-94 to 

41 North 
(See us st 

the Stoplight) 

Day care center 
rejects child with 
HIV + mother 

Madison — Rainbow's End Christian 
Day Care Center, which originally agreed 
to take an 18 month old child into its care, 
changed its mind the following day and 
rejected the child. The child's mother, 
Tammy Shoemaker of Sun Prairie, is HIV 
positive, but her child is not. Shoemaker 
said the executive director of Rainbow, 
Sarah Kilander, agreed to accept the child 
on September 25 knowing the mother was 
HIV+ , then changed her mind the next 
day. 

State law forbids those offering services 
(including private day care) to 
discriminate against those with HIV/ 
AIDS. Shoemaker, who has filed a 
complaint against Rainbow with the City 
of Madison, is also considering similar 
action on the state level. Rainbow is 
licensed by the state to run the child care 
center. 

Shoemaker said her daughter was 
tested every three months for exposure to 
HIV but results have consistently been 
negative. 

The state Equal Rights Division could, 
if investigation verified Shoemaker's 
claim, fine the center and order them to 
accept the child. ERD could also allow 
Shoemaker to claim legal fees and 
expenses related to the child's rejection. 

Over a dozen members of ACT UP 
Madison protested with signs and chants 
in front of the center October 28. 
Protesters included two men dressed in 
diapers and pink bonnets. 

'RIGHT' BACKS CENTER 
According to the Milwaukee Journal 

The Rutherford Institute's Wisconsin 
contd. on page 10 i rJP(31C) 011, 

BILLED TO0;t0UR TELEPHONE 

CI@GO i ri ; 1 ,4 @ 41066 
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BILLED TO YOUR 1/18A OR MASTERCARD ‘.4
$2 PER MIN • YOU MUST BE 18 OR OLDER • 01991 REAL PEOPLE, LTD. • PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 
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for    crimes    motivated     by     bigotry.
Wisconsin's    Hate    Crimes    Act,    which
Clarenbach   authored   in   1978,   allows   a
judge   to   add   up   to   five   years   to   a
crlmlnal's  sentence,  if  the jury  finds  that``
the   vlctlm  was  chosen   because  Of  th63i
minority status.

"This   new   legislation   lntenslfles   oui`
commitment   tc;    fight    hate   crimes    -
including    Gay-bashing,    anti-    Semitism
and racial attacks  -  by mal{lng sure  that
the   law  works  as  it   was   Intended  to,"

prosecutors   -   and   we   owe   lt   to   the
victims  of  hate  crlme§  -  to  close  these
loopholes, " Clarenbach said.

Assembly  Bill  507  makes  two  changes
to  address  the  problem.   First,   it  would
allow a jury to find that a  hate crime  has
been  committed  lf the  crlmlnal  acted  "ln
whole or ln part"  because  Of the  vlctim's
status.  Second,   lt  would  clarify  that  the
law  applies  to  the  criminal's  "belief  or
perception"   about   the   vletim's   status,
whether or not that belief was correct.

"These  may  souh~d  like  small  changes,

but they are very important,"  Clarenbach
said.   "Our   police   and   prosecutors   are
trying   vigorously   to   enforce   the    hate
crimes  law,  but  they  need  our  support  to
get the job  done.  AB 507 will add muscle
to  their  efforts  to  protect  us  from  those
crlminal§  who  make  victims  Of  us  all  by
attacking who we are."
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Day care c®ntor
r®j®cts child  with
H IV + . `moth®r

```  `   Madlson   -   Flainbow's   End   Christian

<`+lay Care ``Cenier,  which  originally  agreed
td take an` 18'month old child into its care,

`changed  `its  mind the  following  day  and
rTejected`  th?   child.   The   child's   mother,
Tammy Shcemaker Of Sun Pralrle,  ls  HIV
posltlve,  bit  her  child  is  not.  Shoemaker
said  the   executive  director   Of   Fialnbow,
Sarah Kilander, agreed to accept the child
on September 25 l{nowing the  mother was
HIV+ ,  then  changed  her  mind  the  next
day.

State law forbids those offering services
(including      private      day      care)      to
discriminate   against    those    with    HIV/
AIDS.    Shoemaker,     who    has    filed    a
complaint  against  Flainbow  with  the  City
of  Madlson,   is   also  considering   slmilar
action   on   the   state   level.    Rainbow   ls
licensed by the state to run the child care
centef.

Shoemaker    §ald    her    daughter    was
tested every three  months for exposure to
HIV  but  results   have  consistently  been
negative.

The  state  Equal  Flights  Division  c6-uld,
if  lnvestlgatlon   verified   Shoemaker's
claim,  fine  the  center  and  order  them  to
accept`the   child.   EF{D   could   also   allow
Shoemaker    to    claim    legal    fees    and
expenses related to the child's rejection,

Over   a   dozen   members   Of   ACT   UP
Madison  protested  with  signs  and  chants
in    front    of    the    center    October    28.
Protesters  included  two  men` dressed  ln
diab-ers and pink bonnets.

`RIGHT' BACKS CENTER

According   to   the   Mllwaukee   Journal
The  Rutherford  lnstitute'§  Wisconsin

contd. on page 10
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Graffitti 
Milwaukee — Thank you for your support! 
See you at T.I.I. 11/9 afternoon. H.I.T. 91 

Joe, [This Is It]: Are your ready? We 
are. The H.I.T. Board, 1991 

GAJ: To two years of fights, struggles 
and tears. but mostly to two years of love. 
I have never struggled so hard, nor loved 
so deeply. Happy 2nd year 
Anniversary! Always, VLP 

To All our Bartending Friends: Pay 
Back's a Bitch. Come do it. Love, H.I.T., 
91 

Ron G.: Just like the old days. So many 
messages, so little space. Debi 

To All My Friends: Thank you for making 
my birthday party, and house warming a 
wonderful time, I love you all, and am 
looking for future plans of the next one. (If 
Allan lets me!) Love, Bobby 

Allan [Shirley]: You're the best 
friend/roommate anyone could ask for! 
Thanks for everything! P.S. thanks for 
setting up the blind date, Lord knows you 
had to do something! Love, Bobby 
[Laverne] 

Roy: I couldn't have asked for a better 
birthday present, than what I have with 
you, you are all that I need. Besides, you 
made a great first lady at the party! I will 
always love you. and for the third year in a 
row. well, let's just say I'm happy! Love, 
Bobby 

Ann McGawen: Please call me, miss 
you. Debi V. 

Kerry: Lets walk around the table 
together 3 times. D. 

Rita: Does Schmidt know you're 
moonlighting? H.I.T., 91 

Dean: Can you pour anything besides a 
shot of Jack Daniels? 

Debi Vance: A bottle in hand and Wanda 
galore! This Is lt, 11-9-91 afternoon, see 
it! 

Happy Birthday Bo Bo: Love, Debi & Cindy 

Vanessa, Merit, Rudy: Thanx for the 
great time during my visit. (A little late.) 
Sorry if I was a bitch. We'll do it again 
soon! Nade [Mike] 

Jae Gruber: have been thinkin' about you 
(You have that effect on people.) Just a 
'Hi' — 6 years late. Be good to my 'Bro' 
say 'Hi' to Hilka. Guess Who? 

Troy: You snob! and we never even did 
a shot when I was there! Mike 

. .. 

Fall in love 
with 

someone 
very s 

Chicago 

The Experience is a two and a 
half day workshop designed to 
help you discover the one per-
son you've been looking for. 

Many people think that finding 
"love" or the "right" relation- • 
ship will ultimately make them 
feel happy and whole. Even 
with a successful relationship, 
something might still be 
missing. 

Discover the person you've 
really been looking for in your 
life...yourself. 

The first Experience workshop 
in the midwest will be held in 
Chicago, Friday, Saturday and 
Sunday, November 22, 23, & 24. 
The cost is $350. 

To register, or for additional 
information, please call toll-
free, (800) 966-3896. 
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EXPERIENCE

Chicago

The Experience is a two and a
half day workshop designed to
help you discover the one per-
son you've been looking for.

Many people think that finding
love" or the ``right" relation-
ship will ultinately make them

.    feel happy and`whole. Even
with a successful relationship,
something ndght stmbe    `
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Discover the person you've
reauybeenlookingforinyour
"e...yourself.
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in the midwest .win b6 held in
Chicago, Friday, Saturday and
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The cost is seo.
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free, (800) 966-3896.
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House deals fatal blow to Helms amendment 
Helms last-ditch attempt to revive 
amendment defeated 

By Cliff O'Neill 
Washington, D.C. — The U.S. Senate 

on October 31 handed Senator Jesse 
Helms (R-N.C.) a blistering defeat on a 
last-minute bid to revive his amendment 
banning the funding of art that is 
"patently offensive." 

Voting 73-25 on an unusual eleventh-
hour motion from the North Carolina 
conservative, the Senate opted not to send 
the Interior Department appropriations 
bill back to a joint House-Senate 
conference for the arts amendment to be 
reinstated. 

Bringing up his ninth bid to restrict the 
federal arts agency. Helms trotted out a 
series of salacious examples of NEA 
funded works he called "garbage," 
"filth," and "rottenness." 

At one point the conservative 
standard-bearer asked that the "ladies" 
in the gallery and the congressional pages 
avert their eyes when he twice took out a 
newspaper partially produced with NEA 
funds and showed it to the Senate 
television cameras. 

On the cover of the publication were the 
words, "Read My Lips" under an image 
of broccoli arranged to resemble female 
genitalia. 

"It's a blown up picture of a vagina!" 
Helms declared. 

contd. from page 8 
chapter president, attorney Craig 
Parshall, is representing Rainbow in the 
dispute. The Institute, based in Virginia, 
is a national group of volunteer attorneys 
concerned about religious freedoms. 

The Journal quoted Parshall as saying, 
"Our involvement is as a result of our 
concern that there may be an 
encroachment by the State of Wisconsin... 
into the freedom of a religious 
organization -- albeit a day care center 
— in who it will or will not serve." 

Parshall, along with his wife Jan, are 
the 'darlings' of the Wisconsin religious 
right. 

Presently, the NEA is seeking 
repayment of the grant it made to the 
group that produced the newspaper 
because it encouraged readers to lobby 
senators against arts restrictions. Federal 
law bans such funds from being used to 
lobby Congress. 

Taking a page from Helms' own tactics, 
Sen. Tim With (D-Colo.) opposed the 
amendment similarly. 

"First of all," he said tongue-in-
cheek, "I ask that all the ladies employed 
by the Senate and young people who are 
here as pages to shield their eyes as they 
were asked earlier today." 

He then displayed a reproduction of the 
"Venus with a Mirror" by the artist 
Titian, in which the goddess is nude, and 
suggested that the Helms amendment 
could be interpreted to ban funding to 
display it.

Conservatives bristled at the 
characterization, insisting that such works 
were not "patently offensive." 

Beyond the controversial newspaper, 
Helms denounced funding to the San 
Francisco Gay and Lesbian Film Festival, 
reading aloud some of the more 
controversial titles of several films shown. 

"Oh, that's going to win an Academy 
Award," he quipped sarcastically after 
reading the title of the film. "S&M Sex 
and Music.'' ' 

Opponents to the Helms rider, some of 
which had never spoken publicly on the 
issues, blasted the conservative for 
engaging in "censorship.'

"I want everyone to bear in mind that 
the first thing Hitler did was get control of 
the courts. literature, art and music," 
said Sen. Dale Bumpers (D-Ark.). "And I 
do not want that ever to happen to this 
country. '

Others, tipped off by a lobbying 
gimmick employed by the Human Rights 
Campaign Fund, argued against the 
measure as being a Halloween "trick." 

HRCF lobbyists, standing in the Senate 
reception room, handed lawmakers small 
Halloween bags of candy which bore the 

contd. on page 12 
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Classies Ad Order Form 
Please place my ad in the following IN STEP "Classies" Section: 
❑ Accounting 
❑ Bulletin Board 
❑ Buy/Sell 
❑ Counseling 
• Employment 

❑ Health Services 
❑ Housing 
❑ Instruction 
❑ Legal 
❑ Moving/Storage 

❑ Organizations 
❑ People' 
❑ Pets 
❑ Psychic 
❑ Publications 

BOLD LEAD IN (Maximum 25 letters) 

❑ Real Estate 
❑ Roomies 
❑ Services 
❑ Shopping 
❑ Trawl 

'Your signature, area code and DAYTIME verifying phone number must be supplied (if published in your 
ad). 'Your signature for a People (personal) ad attests that you are of legal age and your request is to 
meet other people at no expense on their part. All ads must be accompanied by Payment and mailed gr delivered to In Stec Magazine. No classified ads accepted by telephone or fax. 

Placed by: Phoned_ )  

Signature: 

PRICING YOUR AD . 
Charge for one 'sale (30 words or less) is $6.00  

Multiply 20' limes the number of words OVER 30  

Total for First Icsiies  

Times number of issues ad should run 

Enclosed is cash, check or money order for: $  
MAIL OR DELIVER TO: 

IN STEP MAGAZINE 
L 225 South 2nd Street • Milwaukee, WI 53204 
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House deals  fatal blow to  Helms amendment
Helms    last-ditch   attempt   to    revive
amendment defeated

By Cliff O'Neill
Wa§hlngton,  D.C.  -  The  U.S.   Senate

on   October   31    handed    Senator   Jesse
Helms  (R-N.C.), a  blistering  defeat  on  a`
last-minute  bid  to  revive  his  amendment
banning    the    funding    of    art    that    ls
"patentlyoffensive."

Voting  73-25  on  an  unusual  eleventh-
hour    motion. from   the   North   Carolina
conservative, the Senate opted not to send
the   lnterio.r   Department   appropriations
bill    back    to    a    joint    House-Senate
conference  for  the  arts  amendment to  be
reinstated.

Bringing up his ninth bid to resthct the
federal  arts  agency,  Helms  trotted  out  a
series   of    salacious    examples    Of   NEA
funded    worl{s    he     called     "garbage,"
"filth, " and "rottenness. "

At     one     point     the     conservative
standard-bearer  asked  that  the  "ladies"
ln the gallery and the congressional pages
avert their eyes when  he twice took out  a
newspaper  partially  produced  wlth  NEA
funds    and    showed    it    to    the    Senate
televlslon cameras.

On the cover of the publication were the
words,  "Read  My  Lips"  under  an  image
of  broccoll  arranged  to  resemble  female
gen,ta,ia.

"It's  a  blown  up  picture  Of  a  vagina!"

Helms declared.

contd. from paige 8
chapter    president,     attorney     Craig
Parshall,  ls  representing  Rainbow  in  the
dispute.  The  Institute,  based  ln  Vlrginla,
is a  national group  Of volunteer  attorneys
concerned about religious freedoms.

The Journal  quoted  Parshall  as  saying,
"Our  involvement  is  as  a  result  Of  our

concern     that   `there     riay     be     an
encroachment by the State Of Wlsconsln. . .
into     the     freedom     of     a     rellglous
organization   -   albelt  a  day  care  center
- in who it will or will not serve. "

Parshall,  along  with  his  wife  Jam,   are
the  `darlings'  of  the  Wisconsin  rellglQus
right. `

Presently,     the     NEA     is     seeking
repayment  of  the  grant  it  made  to  the
group    that    produced-the     newspaper
because  it  encouraged  readers  to   lobby
senators against ,,arts  restrictions.  Federal
law  bans  suchLfunds  from  being  used  to
lobby Congress.`..

Taking a pag`e from Helms' own tactics,

::n:ndT+:nt¥#t,ar(I?:C°lo.)   OPPosed   the
"First    of    all,"    he    said    tongue-in-

cheek,  "I ask that all the  ladies employed
by the  Senate  and  young  people  who are
here as pages to Shield their eyes as they
were asl{ed earlier today. ' '

He then displayed a reproduction Of the
"Venus   with   a   Mirror"   by   the   artist
Titian,  in which the goddess  ls nude,  and
suggested   that   the   Helms   amendment
could  be  Interpreted  to  ban   funding   to
display lt.

Conservatives       bristled       at       the
characterization,  lnslstlng that such works
were not ` `patently offensive. ' '

Beyond   the   controversial   newspaper,
Helms   denounced   funding   to   the   Sam
Franci§co Gay and  Lesbian  Film  Festival,
reading    aloud    some    of    the    more
controversial. titles Of several films shown.

"Oh,  that's  going  to  win  an  Academy
Award,"   he   quipped   sarcastically   after
reading  the  title  Of  the  film,   .`S&M  Sex
and Music. ' '

Opponents to the  Helms rlder,  some  of
which  had  never  spoken  publicly  on  the
issues,   blasted   the   conservative   for
engaging in ` `censorship. ' '

said Sen.  Dale B`impers (D.Ark.)
•  ,I ,  I

Ou

Others,    tipped    off    by    a    lobbying
glmmlck  employed  by  the  Human  Rights
Campalgn    Fund,    argued    against    the
measure as being a Halloween ` `trlck. ' '

HRCF lobbylsts,  standing  in the Senate
reception  rcom,  handed  lawmakers  small
Halloween  bags  Of candy  which  bore  the

contd. on page 12
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Sci-Fl Freaks. Athletic GWM, mid 30's 
looking for 18-35 year olds interested in 
Sci-Fi and maybe other things if mutually 
agreeable. Send letter with photo/phone 
to SF. P.O. Box 11224. Milwaukee 53211 

Bi-WM, 32, Tall & Thin: I tried to call. 
What happened? Write again. Box 102, 
5464 North Port Wash. Rd.. Milw. 53217. 

In Step's Area Dialogue 
Men/Men 

Solid, Hot & Healthy — 33, 5'9", 155 lbs. 
GWM. Looking to meet with versatile 
guys for good times. Call 
1-900-737.MENN, ext. 4185. 

Book/Music/Movie 
interesting person for 
closets, substance 
right-wingers, bul 
1.900-787-MENN, ext. 

lover, 30, seeks 
dates. No cluttered 
abusers, bores, 

I artists. Call 
4184. 

Do you need some TLC? Looking for hot, 
together mate to share the good life. 
GWM. mid- 30's. Kenosha area. Call 
1-900- 737-6366. ext. 4182. 

It's easy to find sex... hard to find lovers. . 
You: cute, affectionate — under 25. Me: 
lots of love to give. Call 1-900-
737-MENN, ext. 4183. 

GWM 28, Br/BI, 190, seeks friendships. 
Have many interests. Honest & sincere 
need reply, 25-30yr. Phone 1-900-
737-MENN. Ext. 4180. 

GWM, 33, Brown/Blue, 5'8", 165 lbs. 
Attractive. Seeks possible friendship/ 
relationship. You: 18-45. Latins a plus: 
attractive. Phone 1-900- 737-MENN. Ext. 
4181. 

Young at Heart — Diverse, loving 36 year 
old dark featured, 5'9". 155 lbs. Close 
beard? Looking for relationship. Mature, 
stable, fun. Call 1900- 737-MENN, ext 
4179. 

GWM, 39, Professional, 5'11", 185 lbs. 
Seeks 'Men of Distinction' for 
companionship, etc. Call 1-900-
737-MENN, ext. 4175. 

GWM. 25, attractive, sincere. br/br, 
professional. good sense of humor. Seeks 
attractive GWM 21-30 for casual 
relationship or possible more. Call 1-900. 
737-MENN. ext. 4176. 

How to ANSWER a 
Voice Mail Personal 
CALL 1-900-737-MENN 

(24-hours-a-day) 
Costs $1.99 per minute. 

To repond to a specific ad, you need 
the 4 digit ext. number at the end of 

The ad, then follow the prompts on the 
recording. Or, you may 
'browse' thru other ads. 

You must be at least I8-gears of age. You 
must use a touch tone phone. 

111. 1.11.1111.• 

In Step's Area Dialogue 
Women/Women 

GWF Blonde, Ambitious, Feminine, 18. 
New to Wisconsin. Seeks other feminine 
women 18-25 for fun times, 
companionship, possible relationship. 
Call 1-900-737-6366, ext 6202 

How to PLACE a 
Voice Mail Personal 

See the full page In Step 900 
Voice Mail Personals/Area 
Dialogue order form in this 

issue's centerfold. We'll print 
your 20 word personal 
FREE Az assign you a 

4 digit 'Voice Mail Box' number. 

WHO IS AT RISK? EVERYONE. 
It does not matter WHO YOU ARE 
but it does matter that WHAT YOU DO 
puts you at risk for HIV infection and AIDS. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION, 
CONTACT THE MILWAUKEE AIDS PROJECT 

•Wisconsin AIDSline  • 
In Milwaukee, 273-AIDS 
In Wisconsin, 1-800-334-AIDS 

English Hours 
Monday through Friday 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. 

Spanish/English Hours 
Tuesday and Thursday 3 to 6 p.m. 

• or call or write  • 
Milwaukee AIDS Project 
P.O_Box 9250.5 
Milwaukee. Wisconsin 53202 
(41 .4)-273-1 991 
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CWM,    25.    attractive,    sincere,     br/br,
professional,  good  sense  of  humor.  Seeks
attractive     CWM     21-30     for     casual
relationship  or  possible  more.  Call  1-900-
737-MENN,  ext.  4176.

GWF   Blonde,   Ambltlous,   Feminine,   18.
New  to  Wisconsin,  Seeks  other  feminine
women       18-25       for        fun        times,
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See the full page tn Step 900
Voice Mail Personals/Area

• Dialogue order tom in this

issue's centerfold.  We'll print

Hour 20 word personal
FREE A assign you a

4 digit Voice Mail Box' mmber.
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WHO IS AT RISK?  EVERYONE.
It doss not matter WHO YOU AF]E
but it does matter that WHAT YOU DO

puts you at risk for HIV ihfection and AIDS.

•\^/isconsin AIDsline .
In Milwaukee, 273-AIDS
ln Wisconsin, 1eoo-334-AIDS

Enalish  Hours
Monday through Friday 9 a.in. to 9 p.in,

spanish/Enalish Hours
Tuesday and-Thursday 3 to 6 p.in.
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contd. from page 10 
message, ' 'Don't Be Tricked By Jesse 
Helms! . .Let the NEA do it's job! A vote 
against Helms is a vote for freedom of 
expression." 

Present language, approved as part of a 
hard-fought compromise last year, bans 
the funding of art determined to be legally 
obscene In a court of law and demands 
repayment of any NEA grant used to 
create such works. 

Approved by the Senate on a 68-28 vote 
in September, the Helms proposal would 
have replaced existing language 
governing the National Endowment for the 
Arts and replaced it with restrictions 
banning the sponsorship of any art project 
"Which describes or depicts, in a 
patently offensive way. sexual or 
excretory organs or activity. 

Despite the lopsided Senate vote for the 
amendment and two non-binding House 
votes supporting it, Senate members of a 
joint conference agreed to drop the rider 
as part of a bitterly fought trade-off with 
House conferees. In exchange for the 
senators killing the Helms rider. House 

conferees agreed to drop their proposal 
demanding higher fees for grazing on 
federal property. 

CORN FOR PORN 
Termed a "corn for porn" deal by Its 

opponents, the compromise is credited 
with effectively killing the Helms art 
restrictions by ensuring the votes of 
western state conservatives, staunchly 
opposed to the increased grazing fees, 
who normally would support the arts 
proposal. 

Whipsawed between the Helms 
amendment and the reactivation of the 
House's grazing fees, western state 
lawmakers decried the process which they 
felt was forcing them to vote against their 
ideological counterpart. 

OPEN 
SUNDAY, 

Nov 10 • V' 
1-94 to 

41 North 
(See us at 

the Stoplight) 

TWO for ONE 
MONDAY thru FRIDAY 
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Bi-WM, 23, 7 1/2", cute, trim. Wants to 
meet trim. hung men 18-40 for fun times. 
Write with interests and fantasies and 
phone to Tom, P.O.Box 21609, Milw., WI 
53221. 

GWM- BI, 22 yrs. young. 5'9", 150 lbs. 
Br/Br, good looking, sincere. honest, 
friendly, straight•style person w/body and 
mature personality of 17 yrs old. Nice butt 
included. Looking for same 18-23 yrs. old, 
not just for sex, but sincere 
friendship/relat. Possibly relocate. Gay 
life new, no family. Send photo and 
number or address if possible. Will return 
photos promptly with reply if sent. P.O 
Box 9213. Green Bay. WI 54308-9213. 

Don't Spend All Night in the bars looking 
for me.. . just write! I'm good looking, 32, 
6'3", 175, non-smoking. Very romantic, 
and looking for a boyfriend. Boxholder, 
Box 365, Evanston, Illinois, 60204-0365. 
Photo appreciated, returned with mine. 

GF, Active Middle Age Lady loves the 
outdoors, hunting, fishing, camping, 
walks in the woods. Looking for white 
female with same interests. Ask for 
Marty, (715) 886.5379. 

Professional GWM, attractive, looking for 
relationship. 30's. 5'8". 160 lb. Prefer 
butch younger or same age. Get in touch if 
you're ready for a change. Photo a must 
P.0 Box40792, Milw., WI 53234- 0792. 

South Central Wisc. married couple. 
Happily married white couple. She is Bi-
5.4", 110 lbs. He is straight 6'. 190 lbs.
We are looking for other slim females for 
sexual pleasure as well as friendship. We 
like camping. cycling, dining out, skiing 
and trying new things. (608) 756-4139 
after 7pm. 

Come share the beauty of Christmas over 
an elegant dinner on December 25th. 
Need 9 males to share holiday dinner and 
perhaps hot tub. Joe 639-7128 (Racine), 
4:30. 7pm. 

GWM 29, Blonde, Blue. 5'5". 155 lbs., 
attractive. Seeking guy under 36 to enjoy 
safe/good times. possible relationship. 
I'm sometimes quiet. sometimes 
aggressive. I enjoy the outdoors, movies. 
music. trips. Lets have some fun over the 
holidays. Photo appreciated. P.O. Box 
92791, Milw., WI 53202. 

GWM wants to meet GBM. I'm 6', 215 
lbs. Brown hair, 30 yrs. I'm looking for 
that special man to start a long lasting 
relationship with. Call James at 471-7674 
after beeps punch in your phone number.

Top GWM, HIV Neg, 42 Y/0, 6 ft., 180 
lb., professional wants HIV neg. bottom 
GM, F/A, G/P, 30-50 y/o, for friendship 
and safe casual sexual relief. Milwaukee 
area best for regular meetings. Send letter 
with description, desires, phone or 
address to: Boxholder, P.O. Box 14808, 
Milwaukee, WI 53214 

Complete Body Massage — From gentle 
GWM, 6'. 180 lbs. get in touch if you're 
thin to average weight, smooth, 20-35. 
Photo required. Phone optional. 5301 E S. 
108th, #110, Hales Corners, WI 53130. 

MWGM in Madison seeking you? Mature, 
sensitive, sincere with hairy body, short 
heard and eager bottom wants penpals. 
Exchange fantasies, encounters, limited 
time. Seeking males to share pleasures. 
P.O. Box 6083, Madison. WI 53716. 

GWM, Good looking Greek, 49, 5'8" tall 
would like to establish sexual relationship 
with possibilities. Want good looking man 
under 40. No fats or fems. P.O. 83173, 
Milw , WI 53223. 

BIWM, 34, Very sincere. straight acting, 
6 foot, 210 lb. F A/P, Gr P, Prof. Can 
travel. I am really a nice guy. Look for 
same. Looking for F A/P. Gr A, 18- 30. No 
fat, ferns. Write: P.O. Box 250, 
Holcombe, WI 54745. 

Sensitive, loving, good looking GWM, 31, 
seeks long-term relationship with a GWM 
26-36. I'm ready for a lasting commitment 
with the right man. I'm 5'10". blondish-
brown hair. brown eyes, 185 pounds. You 
should like the outdoors. eating out, 
intimate evenings. country living, 
traveling, antiques. and movies. I'm 
waiting for your reply. You must be HIV 
neg. All replies answered. Confidentiality 
guaranteed. Please send photo and 
include phone number. Write to P.O. Box 
172. Delafield, WI 53018. 

Wild and Passionate — also tender and 
loving. Prefer a man in 30's or 40's, 
about 6 foot. under 180. Hairy chest, 
beard and/or mustache a plus. I'm 6 foot, 
150, light brown/blue. beard and 
mustache. If we're a match send recent 
photo and phone to Spinner, P.O. Box 
07692. Milw., WI 53207. 
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contd. from page 10
message,   "Don't   Be   Tricked   By   Jesse
Helms!  ...Let the NEA  do lt's job!  A  vote
against  Helms  is  a  vote  for  freedom  Of
expression.''

in  September,  the  Helms  proposal  would
have      replaced      existing      language
governing the National Endowment for the
Arts   and   replaced   it   with   restrlctlons
banning the sponsorship Of any art project
"Vvhich    describes     or     depicts,     ln     a

patently    offensive    way,     sexual    o[
excretory organs or activity. ' '

Despite the lopsided Senate vote for the
amendinent  and  two  nor-binding  House
votes supporting  it,  Senate  members  of  a
joint  conference  agreed  to drop  the  rider
as part  Of  a  bitterly  fought  trade-off  with
House   cbnferees.    In   exchange   for   the
senators  killing  the   Helms   rider,   House

conferees  agreed  to  drop  their  proposal
demanding   higher   fees   for   grazing   on
federal property.

CORN FOR PORN
Termed  a  "corpJgr  porn"  deal  by  its

opponents,   thd<t~compromise   is   credited

re`:thr[c:jg::tjv6e;giv  ekj:I::jgng thteheH:'oTess  a::
western    state,   conservatives,    Staunchly
opposed   to  the`  increased   grazing   fees,
who   normally   would   support   the   arts/
proposal.

Whipsawea     between     the     Helms
amendment  arid   the   reactivation   Of  the
House's    grazing    fees,    western    state
lawmakers decried the process which they
felt was forcing them fo vote against their
ideological counterpart.

OPEN
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HATE CRIMES 
HOTL INE 

CALL 4444331 
to report incidents of Gay Bashing 

(Anonymous/Confidential) 
PEOPLE 

Are You Alone? 

I it 
(800) 633-6969 

(24 hour answering) 

"No matter who you 
are, there is someone 
for whom you are the 
perfect match." Find 
that person through 
the science of . . . 

Computer 
Matching 

Serving W I SC011,111 hay tool stoic 10:i2. 
Call fur a free brochure and application. 

GWM, 6'1" 40. brown/hazel, 175 lbs. 
Want to share love. life & home with that 
one special person between 30-50. Prefer 
romantic evenings at home & also enjoy 
dining out. Have varied interests. Must 
be discreet. No smokers, drinkers or 
drugs. Will answer all. P.O. Box 224. 
Waupaca, WI 54981. 

North Central Wisconsin — WM, 30, 190 
lbs. tall, lean, and athletic. Seeking other 
men to 35 with sincere interests in at least 
one of the following: Body- building. 
bicycling. X-country skiing, U.P Lake 
Superior shoreline hiking, or weekends in 
the Twin Cities. If you are a non-smoker, 
drug-free. masculine and discreet, we'll 
get along great. Write Box 2062, Wausau, 
WI 54402-2062. 

Sexually Compulsive? The only 
requirement for membership in Sexual 
Compulsives Anonymous (SCA) is a 
desire to stop having compulsive sex. For 
SCA meeting info. call 276-6936. 

Want A Night Out? Middle-aged 
professional GWM, 6'2", 195 lbs., seeks 
companionship of son on occasional treks 
to Milwaukee- dinner and night at my 
hotel. You! 18-28, GWM, versatile. 
swimmers body, smooth. Letter, perhaps 
photo. to Raymond, P.O. Box 7053, 
Madison, WI 53707-7053. 

Lonely? Try Randy's Send name and 
address to Randy's. 6666 Odana Rd. , 
Suite 195. Madison, WI 53219. Serving 
you with pride!! 

Levi Guy Wanted: By Irish 501 male 
visiting Madison. WI Nov. 23 & 24. Am 
sincere & friendly. Not into bar scene, 
enjoys quiet nights. Dining etc. Write 
soon P.O. Box 1831. Chicago, IL 60690. 

Foot Video. Into feet? You'll enjoy these 5 
hot Chicago guys showing you their 
shoes. socks, bare feet and more in a 2 hr 
action filled VHS video. $20 to: E. 
Kramer. P.O. Box 14784, Chicago, IL 
60614 

Professional GWM Looking for 
relationship. 40's, 5'11'', blond/green. 
145 lb . am slim and toned not muscular 
Becoming non-smoker. Owns own 
business; Prefer dark- haired butch 
35ish+ guy who enjoys slightly older 
guy; 1 enjoy almost anything socially & 
sexually/ No S&M. Call Ron. Days (414) 
792-1690; Evenings: (414) 783-4131. 

Ski? Looking for friend to go downhill 
skiing. Weekends and/or ski vacations 
this winter. No sex, just sports. Sharing 
expenses can make it affordable & fun for 
two or more. I have vehicle. will travel to 
Indian Head area often this winter Please 
call (Milwaukee), 344-7984. leave 
message, will return all interested calls. 

Very Good-looking tall, hung topman, 34, 
6'2", 175, seeks horny, kinky bottom 
boys (18 plus) for hot. safe encounters. 
Boxholder, Box 653, Wilmette, Illinois. 
60091-0653. Photo appreciated. privacy 
assured. Bottom couples welcome. 

Wanted: G-Bi, WM 18-28. Friend -
Companion — Lover, attractive to very 
attractive, long hair if possible, for good 
times, dining in-out. Into rock & roll. 
videos. many other interests. Also 
possible live-in relationship. Serious 
inquires call George or leave 
message/phone number: (S.E. WI) 
1-800.339-2978, outside S.E. WI (414) 
567 3270 

House passes rapist testing bill 
By Cliff O'Neill 

Washington — The U.S. House. as part 
of a sweeping anti•crfine measure passed 
Oct. 22, approved a sweeping proposal 
that would order the hilV testing of any 
person accused of rape. 

As part of the anti -crime bill's 
expansion of federal penalties for sex 
crimes, the measure would mandate 
testing of all accused rapists before they 
could be released on bail Results of the 
test would be released to the defendant, 
the alleged victim and prosecutors. 

Follow-up tests would also be ordered 
to be administered six months and a year 
later unless the defendant tests positive; 
a judge rules there was no risk of infection 
from the accused rapist: charges are 
dropped: or the defendant is acquitted of 
the rape charge. 

If the defendant is believed to have 
known or have had reason to know he 
tested HIV positive, the bill calls on the 
Federal Sentencing Commission to 

increase the penalties against him The 
only exception to this would be if the crime 
is determined not to have risked 
transmission of the virus. 

SPONSORED BY SENSENBRENNER 
The rapist HIV testing proposal. 

sponsored by Rep. James Sensenbrenner 
(R-Wisc.). was added to the House 
anti-crime bill in the committee stage and 
received little attention when the bill was 
discussed on in the full chamber. No 
attempt was made to repeal the 
amendment on the House floor. 

"This issue became very emotional for 
members of Congress who didn't 
understand that testing an alleged rapist 
does not do a lot to help women," said 
Leslie Wolfe, executive director of the 
Center for Women's Policy Studies. "We 
knew this was a losing battle because of 
all of that." 

AIDS lobbyists suggested that they 
made no attempt to extract the measure in 
the full House because they feared they 

BUILDING A COMMUNITY IN 
DOWNTOWN MILWAUKEE 

St. James Episcopal Church 
833 West Wisconsin Avenue 

SUNDAY LITURGIES 
Holy Eucharist 

(Nativity Chapel ) 8am 
Song Eucharist 

10:30 am 

WEEKDAY LITURGIES 
Masses (Main Chapel) 
Mon, Tues - 12:10 pm 

Wed - 5: 1 5 pm 
Thur, Fri - 12:10 pm 

PARISH OFFICE: 
271-1340 
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Are You Alone?|t
EEmnmE]E]B"
(800) 633-6969

(24 hour answering)

"No  matter  who  you

are,  there  is  someone
for whom you are the
perfect  match."    Find
that    person    through
the-science of . . .

Computer
Matching

CWM.   6'1"   40.   brown/hazel,   175   lbs.
Want to share  love,  life  &  home  with  that
one  special  person  between  30-50.  Prefer
romantic  evenings  at  home  &  also  enjey

8:ntnd:sc°r:t;t.HaNVoe:amr:ekder;Tte:::;i.eryu::
drugs.   Will   answer   all.   P.O.    Box   224,
Waupaca,  WI 54981.

North Central Wisconsin  -  WM,  30,  190

::ht,:''!5'e;in.iasTndc:rt!1ienti::;ess::iLng,i:i::

i;;:ygi;!i:i::hiir::fiic;u#i;i:;;i.!jEoi;:c2!::;::u!i:e:;

§e;§x;:i::t::e.:::n:g::¥v:j§si§e±:;i;::Ee:e::¥§

;i;:j{:§jn;;:i;:g;:i;;:7:::5:;t§;;{C¥§:i;e:i;a;:j[§§

;tit::¥95t:OryMRaa:n::n#:Sw#n3d2?;::::rgj:
you  with  pride! I

:I:sTtin8u#a¥saonnt:dwi|BNyov[.rj§§&5°!4.mAa£

§£i;rseg&u,Bef::en:i;#,s:h¥::i::;g:I:tais*er|:3
Foot Video.  Into feet? You'll enjoy these 5

:£;es?I;Ccak%?6agrueyfseets::gj:goreyj°nuafhfi:
action    filled    VHS    video.     $20    to:     E.
Kramer,    P.O.    Box    14784,    Chicago,    IL
60614.     -

;ar|3{,£jsn:s]ffa:,,4£':.n:5T:::'aL:31:o'n:d:/sgcrue,i::
Becoming     non-smoker.     Owns     own
business;   Prefer   dark-    haired   butch

;;{ysj:a6i;y:Zng,;§e§wk*;sste8:a:]jfjtE;;:3:,;j3;;[S#Sr

;[]::,:%:1;;Ec:::9*±fn:d;s::,::,:§fj:orr;oE:k;:os:Ss§:¥,§{
two or  more.  I  have  vehicle,  will  travel  to
Indian  Head area often this winter.  Please
call      (Milwaukee),      344-7984,      leave
message,  will return all interested calls.

i:2%'O:i:8:?;-::s:jk:!O:r5t3i,:i;y;[an£!e'tftj:ic:[i,iif:or;
60091-0653.    Photo    appreciated,    I)rivacy
assured.  Bottom couples welcome.

Wanted:    G.BI.    WM    18-28,    Friend    -
Companion   -   Lover,   attractive   to   very

f{tir:sC,t{Vdej'nj[::gj#.aj:tif]Pn°t:Sj:£'kfo&gr8i,:

;;dses35ieT];:yino::fartij::iri::tsserf.I::

i;#S;:2ii/2P9#'eouTGsu{efe5ge:E(°SrwE]]i4ey!i
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House passes  rapist testlhg  bill
`  .  Bycliffo.Neill

Washington L=  The U.S.  House, as part

!icat:s;w::::g:p:rdo:v:eitat'-hT#ve:t3e:s:t;nr:pr:o:ps:%j
person accused of rape.

As    part    of    the    a crime    bill's
expansion   of   federal   Penalties   for   sex
crimes,     the    measure    ivould    mandate
testing  of  all  accused  rapists  before  they
could  be  released  on  balil.   Results  of  the
test  would  be  released: to  the  defendant,
the alleged victim and p+iosecutors.

Follow-up  tests'''would  also  be  ordered
to be  administered  six  months and a year
later  unless  the  defendant  tests  posltlve;
a judge rriles there was no risk of infection
from    the    accused    rapist;    charges   are
dropped;  or  the  defendant  is  acquitted  Of
the rape charge.

If   the   defendant   is   believed   to   have
known   or   have   had   reason   to  I{now   he
testdd  HIV  positive,  the  bill  calls  on  the
Federal    Sentencing    Commission    to

increase  the  penalties   against   him.   The
only exception to this would be if the crime
is    determined    not    to    have    risked
transmission of the virus.

sroNsORED By SENSEENBRENNER
The   rapist    HIV   testing   proposal,

sponsored  by  Rep.  James  Sensenbrenner
(R-Wise.),    was    added    to    the    House
anti-crime bill in  the committee stage and
received  little attention  when  the  bill  was
discussed   on   in,  the   full   chamber.    No
attempt    was    made    to    repeal    the
amendment on the House floor.

"This  issue  became -very  emotional  for

members    of    Congress    who     didn't
understand  that  testing  an  alleged  rapist
does  not  do  a  lot  to  help  women,"  said
Leslie   Wolfe,    executive   director   Of   the
Center for  Women's  Policy  Studies.  "We
knew  this  was  a  losing  battle  because  of
all of that. , ,

AIDS    lobbyists    suggested    that    they
made no attempt to extract the measure in
the  full  House  because  they  feared  they
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would have lost by a wide margin if it was 
put to a vote. 

Lobbyists for a number of women's, 
AIDS. civil liberties and Gay and Lesbian 
groups have come out against the 
amendment, arguing that rape victims 
would be better served by being tested 
and counseled themselves, rather than 
having their rapists forcibly tested. 

Women's groups. though part of a 
coalition lobbying to defeat the 
amendment, are reportedly split on the 
general issue of rapist HIV testing. 

"This is a very emotional issue when it 

comes to the women's community, 
particularly when it comes to the 
community of women that are Involved In 
trying to stop violence against women," 
said Rosemary Dempsey, a spokeswoman 
for the National Organization for Women 
"The more important thing here Is that... 
this policy that does nothing except give. 
perhaps, some feeling of retribution." 

Dempsey added that NOW and other 
women's groups will instead push for 
increased assistance for rape victims in 
the form of counseling and testing. 

Virginia homophobic liquor law 
ruled unconstitutional 

Washington, D.C. (NGLTF] — Facing a 
highly publicized lawsuit and 1,000 Gay 
and Lesbian activists openly and eagerly 
breaking the law. Virginia state officials 
have ruled unconstitutional a 1930's era 
statute that forbid bars. restaurants and 
hotels from serving Gay people. 

The Virginia Alcoholic Beverage Control 
(ABC) Board statute says that the Board 
may suspend or revoke the liquor license 
of any business that has "become a 
meeting place or rendezvous for users of 
narcotics, drunks. homosexuals, 
prostitutes, pimps, panderers, gamblers 
or habitual law violators." The law also 
bans a license holder from employing a 
"person who has the general reputation 
as a.. homosexual." The law is believed 
to be the only one of its kind in the 
country. 

On October 18, representatives of 
Virginia Attorney General Mary Sue Terry 
met with attorneys for plaintiffs involved 
in a suit to repeal the law. Out of the 
meeting came an agreement whereby the 
laws, as they pertain to homosexuals, 

are hereby declared 
unconstitutional..." and the "ABC is 
hereby permanently enjoined from 
enforcing the provisions.. . ' ' 

A court hearing on the suit was set for 
November 8, the day before the beginning 
of the National Gay and Lesbian Task 
Force's Creating Change Conference. The 
conference will occur Nov. 9-11 in 

Alexandria, VA. , home of The French 
Quarter Cafe, the only Gay bar in northern 
Virginia and one of the lawsuit plaintiffs. 

But the hearing was canceled after 
publicity on the case intensified and 
negotiations succeeded NGLTF sources 
in the media and state government said 
state officials feared an ongoing lawsuit 
and a confrontation with hundreds of Gay 
activists, all openly violating the law by 
patronizing — as homosexuals with a 
"general reputation" — establishments 
with liquor licenses. 

The agreement between the parties 
must be approved by a U.S. District Court 
judge in order to have the effect of law, 
which, according to plaintiff lawyers, is a 
formality. The agreement also stipulates 
that all ABC licensees, agents. and future 
applicants for licenses must be informed 
of the law's revocation. The state has also 
agreed to pay all attorney's fees, court 
costs and expenses incurred by Virginians 
for Justice. 

Thomas E. Martin 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 

General Practice of Law 
Fifteen Years Experience 

S-A 765-9413 CLA 
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Property Managers Too busy, leaving the 
area for an extended period? We will 
manage your property.. duplexes, 
apartments, commercial, single. family 
homes. CMJ Property Managers P.0 
Box 71182, Milwaukee, WI 53211, 476-
6241 

SERVICES 

Santa Claus Is Coming... to town! 
Christmas isn't far off and neither is 
Santa. . with hair and beard so white... and 
so rosy his cheeks, he hasn't had you 
know what In fifty-two weeks. 
Regardless. . . he's a fine old gent and 
he's for rent, for your house/office/ bar 
Christmas party. . . so plan ahead and call 
'Santa Claus' 265-1105. 

LOHMAN 
FUNERAL SERVICE 
JOE KOCH - Owner / Director 

- Inquiries Invited -
804 W. Greeenfield Ave. 
Milwaukee • 645-1575 

Male for Sale by the Hour. . . Cleaning! 
Fantastic house/office cleaner available. 
I'm thorough. affordable, reliable, 
honest, experienced. Bonded/insured. 
Great references. Personalized, smiling 
service. Call Paul.. the 'Soap-Suds Kid' 
265-1105. 

Avalon Carpentry — Discerning 
professional. and affordable. References 
furnished. New construction, remodeling, 
or renovation. No project too small or 
unusual. K M. Nagel (608) 222-6897. 

Service & Installations — Specializing in 
signage. lighting, electrical maintenance 
& home improvements. Reasonable rates, 
quick service in Milwaukee area. 
References available upon request. Call 
Andy (414) 871-6938. 

Want a Gorgeous Xmas Tree... styled and 
decorated to your specifications? Let me 
create a beautiful and memorable tree for 
your Holiday home/business. I do the 
work... you get the credit. 'Christmas 
Time Designs' 265-1105. 

INSURANCE 
Income Protection Insurance is a vital 
need for Gays and Lesbians. Free review 
of your needs. New York Life's plan can 
be dovetailed with any current coverage. 
Call Bob Moore, 963- 9833. 

PAYING TOO MUCH FOR 
INSURANCE? 

111011 RISK AUTO • AUTO • ROME • RENTERS • BOAT 

CALL FOR A FREE QUOTE! 
71(..., tr4zew 1,044144w 

1-800-2364041 MADISON AREA: 608-873-8040 

COUNSELING 

COUNSELING FOR: 
• Relationships 
• Sexual Identity Issues 
• Individual Therapy 

JEANIE E. SIMPKINS, M.S. 
282-6160 

THEADORE I. FRIEDMAN. Ph.D. 
Psychotherapist 

Private, discreet serviees in • nonmedical setting, by ■ 
highly experienced profeasional Homebound service.; 

student rates: payment plane as necessary. 

Suite 206, 2266 N. Prospect Avenue 
MILWAUKEE, WI 53202; (414) 272-2427 

Stale 2506, 55 E. Washington 
CHICAGO, IL 60602; (312) 726-5241 

4 Micas I. G. PAZOAN, ACSW, CADC, 
Psychotherapist 

ndividual, couples therapy, 
coming out issues, sexual' 

identity issues, HIV+, & 
drug/alcohol adult 
child therapy 

414-543-1135 

TRAVEL 
Frenchtown Inn Offers relaxing fall 
colorama in beautiful north country for two 
nights for two plus breakfast for $50 Only 
four plus hours drive. (715) 453-3499 
Bring cameras. 
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would have lost by a wide margin if lt was
put to a vote.

Lobbylsts   for   a   number   Of   women's,
AIDS,  civil  libertles  and  Gay  and  Lesbian
groups     have     come     out    against    the
amendment,   arguing   that   rape   vlctlms
would  be  better  served  by  being  tested
and   counseled   themselves,    rather   than
havlng their rapists forcibly tested.

Women's   groups,    though   part   of   a
coalition      lobbying      to     defeat      the
amendment,   are   reportedly   split  on   the
general issue of rapist HIV testing.

"This is a .very emotional  issue when  it

comes    to    the    women's    community;
particularly    when    it    comes    to    the
community of women  that are  involved  in
trying  to  stop  violence  against  women,"
said  Rosemary  Dempsey, \`a-spokeswoman

Dempsey  ad'aed  that  NOW  and  other
women's   groups   will   instead   push   for
increased   assistance   for   rape   victims   in
the form of co`ipseling and testing.

E
\+

Vlrglnia  homophobic liquor  lawn
ruled unconstitutional

Washington. D.C.  [NGLTF]  -  Facing a
highly  publicized  lawsuit  and  1,OcO  Gay
and  Lesbian  activists  openly  and  e:gerly
breaking  the  law,   Virginia  state  officials
have  ruled  unconstitutional  a  1930's  era
statute  that  forbid  bars,  restaurants  and
hotels from serving Gay people.

The Virginia Alcoholic Beverage Control
(ABC)  Board  statute  says  that  the  Board
may  susper`d  or  revoke  the  liquor  license
of   any   business   that   has   "become   a
meeting  place  or  rendezvous  for  users  of
narcotics,        drunks,         homosexuals,
prostitutes,   pimps,   panderers.   gamblers
or  habitual  law  violators."  The  law  also
bans  a  license  holder  from  employing  a"person  who  has  the  general  reputation
as  a...  homosexual."  The  law  is  believed
to   be   the   only   one   of  its  kind   in   the
country.

On    October    18,     representatives    of
Virginia Attorney General Mary Sue Terry
met  with  attorneys  for  plaintiffs  involved
in  a  suit  to  repeal  the  law.   Out  Of  the
meeting came an  agreement whereby the
laws,   as   they   pertain   to   homosexuals,
" ....          are           hereby           declared

unconstltutlonal..."    and    the    "ABC    ls
hereby    permanently    enjoined    from
enforcing the provisions. . . ' '

A court hearing on  the suit  was  set for
November 8, the day before the beglnnlng
of   the   National   Gay   and   Lesbian   Task
Force's Creating Change Conference.  The
conference     will     occur     Nov.     9-11     ln

Alexandria.,   VA.,    home   Of   The   French
Quarter Cafe, the only Gay bar-in northern
Virginia and one of the lawsuit plaintiffs.

But   the   hearing   was   canceled   after
publicity    on    the    case    intensified    and
negotiations   succeeded.   NGLTF   sources
in  the  media  and  state  government  said
state  officials  feared  an  ongoing   law§ult
and a confrontation  with hundreds Of Gay
activists,  all  openly  violating  the  law  by
patronizing   -    as   homosexuals   with   a"general  reputation"   -   establishments
with liquor licenses.

The   agreement   between   the   parties
must be approved by a U.S.  District Court
judge  ln  order  to  have  the  effect  Of  law,
which,  according  to plaintiff  lawyers,  is  a
formality.  The  agreement  also  stipulates
that all ABC licensees,  agents,  and future
applicants  for  licenses  must  be  informed
of the law's revocation. The state  has also
agreed  to  pay  all  attorney's  fees,   court
costs and expenses incurred by Virginians
for Justice.
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LOHMAN
FUNERAL SERVICE
JOE KOCH -Owner I Director

- Inqiiries Ir[vited -

804 W. Greeenfield Ave.
Mlwaukee . 645-1575
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COUNSELING FOR:
•    Relationships
•    Sexual Identity Issues
•    hdividual Therapy

JEANIE  E.  SIMPKINS,  M.S.
282-6160
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Classics 
HOUSING 

Deluxe 4 Bedroom Apartment in 4 family 
unit. 2 full baths, living room with natural 
fireplace, dining room with corner 
cabinets, sunroom. good size bedrooms. 
Eat-in kitchen, backyard, basement. 
laundry, plenty of storage. Adults only, 
3016 N. 45th. Call 449-2223 until midnight 
or 289-6365 (days) for appointment. Rent 
$680 includes heat. Available Now. 

Eastslde — Spacious Studios, large 
walk-in closets, full bath, locked lobby & 
storage area, cable ready, laundry, choice 
location. 2 blocks from lake, very nice 
$300 also includes heat & appliances. 367-
6217, or 224-5399. 

McKinley Blvd. Area Historic District-
28th & McKinley. 2 Bdrm. Apt., 
appliances, heat, electric. laundry 
facilities & parking included. Garage 
available ($20 month) $425 month. Dec. 
1st. 931- 8664. 

Riverwest Duplexes for rent. 2 bedrooms 
each, $450. plus utilities. Also a one 
bedroom in unique brick Victorian 
including heat and off street parking $330. 
Leases or 60 day notice with immediate 
occupancy. Security deposits and credit 
check required. Details call Terapak 
Rentals 264- 5507. 

ROOMIES 
GWM to share house & upkeep. Own 
room, parking. $300 includes utilities. 
deposit same. 342-7064 (weekdays after 
5pm). Must have references & be 
employed. 

Large East Side Condo. 2700 Sq. Ft.; near 
UWM. Spacious private bedroom and 
bath. Updated kitchen, laundry; 
fully-furnished living, dining and sitting 
rooms. Financially responsible Gay male. 
$350/mo. includes heat. Call Bob at 
963-9833. 

GWM to share house near 55th and 
Wisconsin Includes heat, utilities, cable, 
washer/dryer. $250.00 Call 476-7464. 

Roommates Unlimited! The best people 
and places to share in Milwaukee and 
most major cities. The only computerized 
lifestyle network makes your connections 
fast. 25% off w/ad! Call Today! 1- 800-
594-5161. 

Looking for GWM 35 to 45 to share one 
bedroom apt. and to have relationship. 
Must have job. $250 month includes 
utilities, cable, washer/dryer and food. 
Send photo, will get mine. Please write: 
H.E. Miller, 701 Jackson St., Fort 
Atkinson, WI 53538. 

Large Sunny Riverwest needs one more.
Own bedroom, $180 month plus 1/2 util.
Must like pets. GF, non-smoker 
preferred. 374- 0149. 

GWM seeks discreet, stable GM to share 
charming home off Roosevelt Dr. 
Spacious, furnished bedroom is 17X11 
with dormer windows. Utilities and all 
household privileges included. $275 
deposit & references required. Call 
449-0143, 6- 9pm weekdays. 

GWM — Share house and upkeep. Own 
room. $250 plus utilities. 342-7064 after 
5pm. Job & references a must. 

GWM, UWM Student. Seeking roommate 
— quiet, responsible. to share 2 bedroom 
Riverwest apartment. Prefer 
non-smokers. $200/month plus 1/2 
utilities. Call 264-7362. 

GWM, UWM Student Looking for 
responsible roommate to share nice 2 
bedroom Shorewood apartment. 
Non-smokers. $245/month plus 1/2 
utilities. Available December 1. Call 
964-8423. 

REAL ESTATE 
For Sale By Owner: Two bedroom 
Brewers Hill cottage built CA. 1860. Local 
and National Historic Registers. 
Hardwood floors. cedar roof. fenced yard. 
Bring your hammer. nails, & checkbook. 
This potentially charming little 
fixer -upper in a Quasi-trendy 
neighborhood could be yours for $35,000 
265- 3518. 

I 

c 3054 East Washington • Madison, WI • (608) 241-4977 

Happy Hour Open every day 
Tues-Sat Noon-Close 
Noon-8 

FRIDAY, NOV. 15: First Class Male 
Revue Strippers 

1 1 :30Pm, $3 Cover 

SUNDAY, NOV. 17: T.C. & Company 
present a Benefit Show for People Living 

with AIDS 
10:30 Showtime, $3 Cover. Many, Many, Many Special Guests 

WED., NOV. 27: Pre Thanksgiving Party, $4 Beer Bust, 6 Kinds 
of Beer to Choose From. DJ 9pm. 

THURS., NOV. 28: Thanksgiving, open 3Pm - Great Munches 
from Happy Hour 3-9, 51 Rail & 755 Taps, 9-Close. 

FRI., NOV. 29: Ladies, you asked for it - here they come: "Ex-
posed To Love," the '1 Female Revue, show at 11:30, 53 
Cover. 

GET READY FOR CLUB 3054's 2' ANNIVERSARY PARTY 
SUN, DEC. 1: Cocktail Party 5-9 - Hors d'ouevres.Free Cham-

pagne, 9-? Very Special Entertainment at 10:30. 
THANKS FOR 2 GREAT YEARS! 
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FRIDAY, NOV.15:  First Class Male
Revue Sthppers

1 I :30Pm, $3 Cover

SuNDAY, NOV. 17:  I.C. 8L Company
present a Benefit Show for People Living

1o:3oshowime,S.3Co¥r:tkn#%,MinyspedalGuests

WED., NOV. 27:  Pre Thanksgivhg Party, $4 Beer Bust, 6 Kinds

of Beer to ~Chcose From.  Dj 9Pm.

THURS., NOV. 28:  Thanksgiving, open 3Pm - Great Munchies

from Happy Hour 3~9, $1  Rail & 75¢ Taps, 9-Close.

FRI., NOV. 29:  Ladies, you asked for it - here they come: "Ex~

posed To Love," the I 1  Female Revue, show at 11 :30, $3
Cover.

GEL READv rok Cue 3054's 2ND ANN[vERSARv PARTv

SuN, DEC.  1:  Cocktail Party 5-9 ~ Hors d'ouevres.Free Cham~`

pagne, 9-?  Very Sped.al Entertainment at 10:30.
THANKS FOR 2 GREAT YEARS!
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Group Notes 
13th annual HIT 
Nov. 27-30 

Milwaukee — HIT (Holiday Invitational 
Tournament) begins its festivities on 
Wednesday, November 27. HIT 
celebrates its 13th year as the 
'grand-daddy' of Gay/lesbian bowling 
tournaments. 

This year the bowling will be held 
Thursday thru Saturday at the Red Carpet 
Celebrity lanes at 5727 S. 27. A fun fifties 
theme will prevail at the alleys. The 
Banquet at the Marc Plaza Hotel will take 
us into nineties with uniquely 
choreographed dances coordinated by 
B.J. Daniels. 

Many area bars and businesses will be 
getting into the spirit of the tournament 
with events and specials. Watch for the 
next In Step for details. 

This year the tournament will be 
hosting approximately 300 bowlers from 
the United States and Canada. Deadline 
for entries Is November 11. If you need 
any information on bowling or advertising 
please contact Dean at (414) 291-9836 or 
Cindy at (414) 871-4735. 

CCF funds quilt 
& survey 

Milwaukee — The Board of Directors of 
the Cream City Foundation approved 
grants to the Milwaukee Host Committee 
for the AIDS Memorial Quilt Display and 
to the Milwaukee Council on Alcoholism 
for a survey of providers willing to treat 
Gays and Lesbians. 

The CCF Board felt it was important to 
have the AIDS Memorial Quilt displayed 

diva
RON 

77aukee igtotwaukeot

in Milwaukee. The Host Committee asked 
for $1,000 and this was granted. The Quilt 
will be on display at the UWM Union 
November 30 through December 2, 1991. 

The Milwaukee Council on Alcoholism 
will receive a grant of $1,125. This will 
allow the Council to survey over 2,500 
service providers in Southeastern 
Wisconsin. The survey will include a set 
of protocols on the treatment of Gays and 
Lesbians. Providers willing to sign on will 
have their names published in order to let 
our community know where they can 
obtain treatment with dignity. 

MAP food pantry 
in dire need 

Milwaukee — Many food and personal 
care items are needed in order for the 
Milwaukee AIDS Project's Food Pantry to 
meet the increasing demand as the 
Holiday season approaches. 

Plans, according to Life Care Services 
Director Cheryl Vaughn, include providing 
Thanksgiving and Christmas food baskets 
to those in need during the next few 
months. 

"In addition to the baskets, we must 
continue to provide nutritious food and 
personal care items to nearly 200 
Milwaukee AIDS Project clients each 
month," said Vaughn. 

Items currently needed by the Pantry 
include muffin and cake mixes, sugar, 
tuna and hamburger helper, jelly, canned 
goods such as soup, stew, vegetables and 
fruits, cereals, nuts, coffee, jelly, cooking 
oil, pudding, bread, cheese, meat, and 
personal care items such as shampoo, 
conditioner, soap, and razors 

contd. on page 18 

RAINBOW REVUE 
Every Tuesday - Open Mic 

TUESDAY TALENT 
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accomplishments of the Respect All Youth 
Project. "These issue papers fill the void 
of information for all of us who work with 
this long-ignored, often invisible 
population of teen-agers in distress. We 
need your help to get these papers to 
every mental health professional, 
educator. and religious leader who works 
with youth, and to every parent and 
politician in this country." 

Past president of Parents FLAG, Elinor 
Kirby Lewallen, who is a lay leader of the 
Methodist denomination, concurred. 
`According to statistics. one family in 

four includes a member who is Lesbian, 
Gay, or Bisexual," Lewallen said. "So 
how can it be anti-family to embrace these 
:hildren of God with values of love, 
support, and respect for their integrity? 
Isn't that what family values are about? 
The implication that our children need to 
:hange is to me a cruel hoax. I have seen 
so much damage from such hellish 
confusion that I say it is heresy to ask God 
to rhanoe what God has created." 

Fired by their indignation, members 
enthusiastically raised $10,000 to finance 

nE EASTBIN (MEIN 
1534 W. GRANT • 1411.WAUI(ff • (414) ILI A55 

Sundays - Juice Specials 
All day, open 11:30am 

Sat. Nov. 16th • 9pm 
Vocalist LINDA SMITH 

returns 
$5 Cover - Advance Tickets Available 

at the Bar 

Sun. Nov. 17'h • 7pm 

KRISTI K & JEFF STOLL 
$2 Cover 

Don't Forget the MAP Food Pantry 

the Federation's PSA project which will 
saturate 150 television markets across the 
country with public service 
announcements developed to promote P-
FLAG's message and mission. 

In response to information from Mary 
Nealon of GLADD/New York that the 
right- wing group, Morality in Media, 
supported by the American Family 
Association. Is organizing a television 
boycott on October 29 to protest 
portrayals of homosexuals on television, 
members were urged to counter that 
activity by contacting their local TV 
stations and newspapers to ask for more 
pro-Gay programming and sending 
Respect All Youth Issue Papers to 
document the need to provide 
Gay-positive messages for children and 
teen- agers. 

ROBERT D. ARNOLD 

"Looks like Jimmy Swaggert 
has fallen this time and really 
can't get up . . ." 

V 
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13th  annual  HIT
Nov.  27-30

This   year   the   bowling   will   be   held
Thursday thru Saturday at the Red Carpet
Celebrity lanes at 5727 S. 27. A fun fifties
theme   will   prevail   at   the   alleys.    The
Banquet at the Marc Plaza Hotel will take
us      into      nineties      with      uniquely
choreographed    dances    coordinated    by
B.J. Danlels.

Many area bars  and  businesses  will  be
getting  into  the  spirit  of  the  tournament
with  events  and  speclals.  Watch  for  the
next ln Step for details.

This    year    the    tournament    will    be
hostlng  approximately  300  bowlers  from
the  United  States  and  Canada.  Deadline
for  entrles  ls  November  11.   If  you  need
any information on  bowling or advertlslng
please  contact  Dean  at  (414)  291-9836  or
Cindy at (414)  871-4735.

CCF  funds qL.ill
& survey

Mnwinkee - The Board of Directors Of
the   Cream    City   Fqundatlch   approved
grants to the  Milwaukee  Host Committee
for the AIDS  Memorial  Quilt  Dlsplay and
to  the  Mllwaul{ee  Council  on  Alcoholism
for  a  survey  Of -providers  willing  to  treat
Gays and Lesbians.

The CCF Board felt it was important t6
have  the  AIDS  Memorial  Quilt  displayed

divA
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in Milwaukee. The  Host Committee asked
for $1,OcO and th,ts wa-s-.granted.  The Quilt
will  be  on   dispfay   at  the   UWM   Union
November 30 thrQdgh December 2,1991.

wj|hreec¥[£j:aaukfan€°:fncSi,:Z5f'TC°hrs°]£H
allow  the  Cou
servlce     prov

to  survey  over   2,5cO
in     Southeastern

Wisconsin.  The: survey  will  include  a  set
of protocols on the treatment of Gaps and
Lesbians.  Provldeis willing to sign on will

:::e;::i::Tfyes£::#:r:i:Fe°rtdheeryt°:e:
obtain treatment with dianlty.

MAP food pantry
in dlr®  need

Di:i:,n.Sr,cahc:.:,I,dJnagu::nt`::c|:::ep#:iEf::
Thanksglvlng and Chrl§tmas food  baskets
to  those   in   need   during   the   next  few
months.

"In  addition  to~the  baskets.   we  must

continue  to  provide   nutritious  food -and
personal   care    items   to    nearly    200
Milwaukee    AIDS    Project    clients    each
month, ' ' said Vaughn.

Items  currently  needed  by  the  Pantry
include   muffin   and   cake   mines,   sugar,\
tuna and hamburger helper, jelly,  canned
goods such as Soup,  stew,  vegetables and
fruits,  cereals,  nuts,  coffee,  jelly,  cocking
oil,   pudding,   bread,   cheese,   meat,   and
personal   care   items   such   as   shampoo.
conditioner, soap, and razors.

contd. on page 18-
ETU
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accomplishments of the Respect All Youth
Project.  "These  issue  papers  fill  the  vold
of information for all of us who work with
this     long-ignored,      often      lnvlslble
population  Of  teen-agers  in  distress.   We
need  your  help  to  get  these  papers  to
every     mental     health     professional,
educator,  and  religious  leader  who  works
with   youth,   and   to   every   parent   and
politician in this country. ' '

Fired   by   their   lndlgnatlon,   members
enthusiastically  raised  $10,000  to  finance

"8rmormow
i53iw.6ilili.rmtm.(.iii3n5155.

Sun*fry£,:pJe:!]C]?BSEec!als

Sat..Now.  |6th . 9pm
Vocalist LINDA SMITH

returns
$5 Cover -Advance Tickets Available

at the Bar

Sun. NoV.  17th . 7pm
mlsTI K & JEFF STOLL

$2 Cover

the  Federation's  PSA  project  which  wlll
saturate 150 televislon markets acxpss the
couintry         with         public         service
announcements  developed  to  promote  P-
FLAG's message and mission.

In  response  to  information  from  Mary
Nealon   Of   GLADD/New   York   that   the
right-   wing   group,   Moral-1ty   in   Media,
supported   by   the   American    Family
Assoclatlon,    ls   organizing    a    televlslon
boycott    on    October    29    to    protest
-portrayals  Of  homosexuals  on  televlsi.on,

members   were   urged   to   counter   that
actlvlty    by    contacting    their    local    rv
stations  and  newspapers  to  ask  for  more
pro-Gay    programming    and    sending
Respect    All    Youth    Issue    Papers    to
document      the.    need      to      provide
Gay-positive   messages   for  children   and
te;__R±;I::oir!r=:                __    _  __  ________ __-____ fl
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`Basic Instinct' protest packet 
The San Francisco Bay Area chapter of 

the Gay & Lesbian Alliance Against 
Defamation has created a packet of 
information about the soon- to-be released 
Lesbo- phobic movie Basic Instinct for use 
by activists who wish to organize a 
response in their local communities. The 
packet contains the movie's script 
(original version, to which only 
insignificant changes have been made 
during the filming), copies of articles and 
opinion pieces about the film and the 
protests in San Francisco, background 
information on the history of Hollywood's 
portrayal of Lesbian. Gay, and Bisexual 
people. the statistics on homophobic 
violence released in March of 1991 by the 
National Gay and Lesbian Task Force, and 
suggested organizing strategies and 
activities. 

Basic Instinct, (starring Michael 
Douglas, directed by Paul Verhoeven, and 
produced by Alan Marshall under the 
auspices of Carolco: distributed by 
Tri-Star). "depicts all three of its Lesbian 
or Bisexual women characters as vicious 
man- killers. This distorted and 
imbalanced movie intentionally 
perpetrates negative stereotypes of our 
community and thus contributes to the 
continuation of violence and 
discrimination against us. Those making 
the film rejected all changes suggested by 
our community, clearly and deliberately 
preferring to victimize us once again in 
order to reap huge profits from this 
big-budget thriller. It is time our 
community and all those supportive of fair 
treatment of Lesbian, Gay, and Bisexual 
people took a united stand against this 
epic exploitation." 

Distribution of this packet is being done 
at cost by GLAAD/SFBA as a community 
service. It is available for only $10, which 
just pays for copying and first- class 
postage; feel free to send more than $10. . . 
your tax- deductible contribution will 
further our highly effective work on this 
and other media issues. Please make your 
check payable to GLAAD/SFBA, 
specifying it is for the Basic Instinct 
packet. Basic Instinct, GLAAD/SFBA, 

514 Castro St. Suite B. San Francisco, CA 
94114. 

PFLAG takes on the 
religious right 

Charlotte, NC. [PFLAGI — Parents and 
Friends of Lesbians and Gays left their 
tenth annual convention outraged by 
homophobic harassment from the 
religious right; empowered by new tools 
for fighting heterosexism in schools, 
churches. and institutions that work with 
youth; and determined to step up their 
efforts to advocate for their Lesbian, gay 
and bisexual family members. 

So-called Christians claiming to 
promote 'traditional family values' 
harassed convention organizers for 
months preceding the convention, 
picketed outside the hotel, and invaded 
the privacy of one family by pressuring 
their teenaged Lesbian daughter to use 
prayer to change her sexual orientation 
and using Parents FLAG envelopes to slip 
religious tracts and literature under the 
door of her hotel room. 

"Those Bible Nazis who accuse us of 
recruiting and promoting lifestyles ought 
to take the planks out of their own eyes 
before casting stones at us and our 
children," said Wiggsy Sivertsen, San 
Jose (CA) college professor, counselor, 
and Chair of the P-FLAG Task Force on 
Gay and Lesbian Teens. "This is one 
child who will not become a Bobby Griffith 
suicide statistic. We and her brother and 
parents are here to embrace her and 
assure her that we love her just the way 
she is." 

Presenting P-FLAG's three new issue 
papers on Gay and Lesbian teens, national 
President Paulette Goodman stated, 
"Our Respect All Youth project is now 
bringing the issue of Gay and Lesbian 
teen suicide to the fore. It is a tragedy that 
some parents find out their child is Gay 
after an attempt at suicide. It is our firm 
will to stem the untimely loss of these 
young lives." 

Sivertsen reviewed the 
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MILWAUKEE 
DOES CHICAGO! 

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 171." 

Leave Milwaukee 8pm (Bar open 7pm) 
Return 4am • Visit Halstead Street Area and 

North Clark Street • 
• FREE BEER, SHOOTERS & MUSIC ON BUS! • 

• '12/PERSON • 
(Absolute Deadline Sunday, November 10th) 

BEGINNING TUESDAY • NOV. 12th 
and every Tuesday 

"COMEDY NITE" 
Video Comedy and Music Like You've 

Never Seen! 8pm-12:30am 
Dance Video 12:30am-Close 

PLUS 
Our s1 Mini Bust 

801 - 805 South Second Street • Milwaukee • 383-6330 •
.
-
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contd. from page 16 

This Thanksgiving, Pantry volunteers 
will prepare and distribute an estimated 
30 baskets. The baskets will include a 
turkey, stuffing, disposable aluminum 
turkey pans, potatoes, yams, cranberry 
sauce, vegetables, muffin mixes, frozen 
pies. celery, oranges, and apples. 

"For the most part," said Christina 
Kotlowski, who coordinates the Food 
Pantry, "The provision of these baskets 
is through the donations made by 
individuals and community groups." In 
1990, the Station II Packer Gang prepared 
and distributed the Thanksgiving baskets, 
as well as purchased much of the food that 
they contained. 

The need for the food service has grown 
considerably over the past year and a half. 
More help will be needed. Food can be 
purchased and delivered to the Milwaukee 
AIDS Project, or gift certificates for food 

items can be purchased at any Pick 'N 
Save store and mailed to the Milwaukee 
AIDS Project at 315 W. Court St. . 
Milwaukee, WI 53212. 

As of last Sunday's Packer Game, the 
Station II Packer Gang has donated $3,100 
in food items since Sept. 26, 1990. These 
donations. and others like them, help by 
allowing the Pantry access to food and 
personal care items otherwise 
unavailable 

Shirley Fitzpatrick, of the Station II 
Packer Gang, and Chris and Dagni 
Wroblewski recently donated 77 
Halloween packages. The bags, filled with 
a wide assortment of Halloween treats, 
were distributed to children who are 
HIV-positive, as well as those with 
HIV-positive parents. 

For more information on how to assist 
the Food Pantry, contact Christina 
Kotlowski at the Milwaukee AIDS Project, 
(414) 273-1991. 

LAMM looks 
at racism 

Milwaukee — "Racism II: An 
Exploration of Attitudes and 
Experiences" is the topic of the Nov. 21 
meeting of the Lesbian Alliance of Metro 
Milwaukee ILAMM) The program 
continues a series on racism that was 
begun by LAMM last year, and which 
proved to be very popular. 

The focus will be on exploring attitudes 
and experiences that arise from skin color, 
and on brainstorming about what can be 
done to bridge the gap between women of 
different races. First there will be small 
group discussion about white privilege. A 
series of statements that identify some of 
the daily effects white privilege has in the 
lives of both white women and women of 
color will serve as a starting point. 

This will be followed by a discussion of 
the benefits of knowing women of other 
races and how to work together toward 
greater contact and interchange with 
women of all races. 

The program begins at 7pm, after a 6pm 
potluck. at the Milwaukee Enterprise 
Center, 2821 N. 4th St.. one block south of 
Locust. Secure, lit parking is available. 

LAMM meetings are held regularly on 
the third Thursday of each month. and are 
open to all Lesbians. For more information 
call 264-2600 

Unitarians affirm 
value of 
Gays/ Lesbians 

A sermon affirming the religious value 
of Gays and Lesbians will be presented at 
10am Sunday. Nov. 17, at the First 
Unitarian Society of Milwaukee, 1342 N. 
Astor St. 

Come As You Are: Gays, Lesbians and 
the Church will be delivered by the Rev. 
Andrew C. Kennedy, D. Min. Visitors are 
welcome. 

The Unitarian Universalist Association. 
which as a denomination stresses 
freedom and diversity, has been working 
for equal human rights for sexual 
minorities since 1975. It has Gay men and 
Lesbians as ministers, educators and 
other church officers. and encourages Its 
ministers to officiate at Lesbian and Gay 
Services of Union. 

In an earlier sermon. Kennedy pointed 
out that the denomination was the first to 
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In Memoriam 
Terry M. Nickel 

Terry M. Nickel, age 29, died on 
Thursday, October 24, 1991, after a 

1962-1991 

valiant struggle with AIDS. He was born 
on Juty 22. 1962, in Wisconsin Dells. 
Terry had a long and distinguished career 
as an entertainer in the Midwest. He held 
the title of Mr. Gay Madison, and was 
first runner-up of Mr. Gay Wisconsin. 
After many years of association with the 
Mr./Miss/Ms. Gay Madison pageant. 
Terry became the owner and head 
coordinator for the pageant, one of 
Madison's most prestigious 
entertainment attractions. 

Terry was employed by Queen Anne's 
catering for 7 years, where he served at 
many formal social events, including 
functions for the Mayor and Governor. He 
was also well known for his fabulously 
decorated and well attended cocktail 

ID 
presen l s 

parties, and his ability to transform many 
local bars into showplaces on special 
occasions. 

Terry lost his lover, Howie Holton. to 
AIDS In July of 1991 after a 6 year 
relationship. 

There was a celebration of his life held 
on November 2, at The New Bar, in 
Madison, where an entertainment 
extravaganza was performed in his honor. 
Included were film clips of his many 
memorable shows in Madison. Many of 
his friends and acquaintances attended. 

S q;10 Si 5 
only each 

Wanted 
Sieve ;roe dittos Al Porker, lark Wianglei, and a tau of very 
mauuline desperados in a Ilels alsout fugitives and a southern prison 
(Item VMS) 

Face to Face 
A Steve Scott video in which Stan Anderson stenches for hit idol, I.W. 

60213) 
Dude 

San franciuo. Torrid enthusiasm; o highway patrolman, 
ihreewar in the gym; end King with Keith Alkn an olky. (Item 
0 

Dude (le Beau Met) 
A French film fen kneels of Exopeon men. Narcissism and total II:riotous! 
sarislationll (Item 004041 

Huge II 
Nibs sexual follillment in (alikeria's scenic mouniovions2.5 w 11 ant is 
beautiful, hugely endowed, and usually adept! (Item 1)

V 

BulletPat 01 
Ron Mitchell shoe* himself to be a real man, Al Porker and Kip Nell in 
mines from land On and Thrust, autolellaila; and w on n boss 
boot. Diem 60683) 

Young & Reckless 
An all.solo video foorunng outdoor stymies, Axis eta David Golden 
and a Latino man in sexy gym shore. (Item 014671 

Black Sex Therapy 
An Wilionn plays a Ibtiopisl who helps live chants avatara their 
sexua5ty. An all-black cast (Item 004991 

Fits a Braid New Vida from Robed Priam & BUM VIDEOP 
Untamed Seductions 

Prion't bad and his photography rs boiler than ever in this colkaion of 
vignette featuring tome new, young studs going at it (lie it's their Ike 
lie.thdreduroory priced at $49.95 (Order icy 

To order by mail' wand chock, n by order, or your Viso MC, or ArnEw number (with expiration date), plus o signed 
statement that you ore over 21, to: BUOU VIDIO, 1363 North Wells, Chicago, It 60610 

'Please include both your day and nighttime phone numbers when placing an order. Add $4 for shipping 1 lope, $1 
for each additional tape. We ship only via UPS. We do not ship to P.O. boxes. We do not ship to MS, NC, NE, PR, 

IN, UT, or VI Or call 1-800-932-7111 Sale prices good through December 31, 1991. 

The BIJOU VIDEO Mailing List. Join our expanded moiling list for only $20 and receive information on NOW's latest 
sales, releases, and more, for one lull yeas" Or, when you purchase any videotape horn RUOU. you will automatically be 

placed on the moiling list, free of charge, for one year! Moiling list customers will receive information every two weeks 
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contd. from page 16
This   Thanksgiving,   Pantry   volunteers

will  prepare  and  distribute  an  estimated
30   baskets.   The   baskets   will   include   a
turkey,    stuffing,.   disposable    aluminum
turkey   pans,   potatoes,   yams,   cranberry
sauce,   vegetables,   muffin  mixes,   frozen
pies, celery, oranges, and apples.

"For   the   most   part,"   said   Chrlstlna

Kotlowski,    who    coordinates    the    Food
Pantry,   "The. provision  Of  these  baskets
is   through    the    donations    made   by
individuals   and   community   groups."   In
1990,  the Station 11 Packer  Gang prepared
and distributed the Thanksgiving baskets,
as well as purchased inuch of the food that
they contained.

The need for the food service has grown
considerably over the past year and a half .
More  help  will  be  needed.   Food  can  be
purchased and delivered to the Milwaukee
AIDS  Project,  or  gift  certificates  for  food

items  can  be  purchased  at  any  Pick   'N
Save  `§tore  and  mailed  to  the  Milwaukee
AIDS    Project    at    315    W.    Court   `St.,

WI 53212

Shirley   Fitzp
Packer    Gang,
Wroblewski

af:ick,    of   the`   Station    11
d    Chris    and    Dagnl
ently      donated      77

;:fdwe:ie::s.s:::u:,ia:gni-.qT,:gi:b|?.o;¥i'::e::t:s:
HIV-positive,     as    well'  as    those     with
HIV-positive parents.

For  more  information  on  ho`wi  to  assist
the   Food    Pantry,    contact    Christina
Kotlowski at the Milwaukee AIDS  Project,
(414)  273-1991.

LAMM  looks        '
at  raclSm

Mllweukee      i=      "Racism     11:      An
Exploration         of        Attitudes         and
Experiences"  is  the  topic  of  the  Nov.  21
meeting  Of  the  Lesbian  AIllance  Of Metro
MIlweukee     [LAMM).     The     program
continues   a   series   on   racism   that   was
begun   by  LAMM   last   year,   and   which
proved to be very popular.

The focus will be  on  exploring attitudes
and experiences that arise from skin color,
and  on  brainstorming  about  what  can  be

g£T:r::tb:!adc%.thFe{r%:Ptfeer¥ewe{T,Wb°em::a°,i
group  discussion about white privilege.  A
series of Statements that identify  some  of
the dally effects white privilege has in the
lives of both  white  women  and  women  of
color will serve as a starting point.

This  will  be  followed by a  discussion  Of
the  benefits  Of  knowing  women  of  6ther
races  and  how  to  work  together  toward
greater    contact    and    interchange    wlth
women of all races.

The program .begins at 7pm, after a 6pm
potluck,    at   the    Milwaukee    Enterprlse
Center, 2821 N. 4th St.,  one block south Of
Locust. Secur!, lit parking is available.

LAMM  meetings  are  held  regularly  on
the thlrd Thursday of e.ach month,  and are
open to all Lesbians.  For more information
call  264-2600.

Unitarians  affirm
value of
Gays/ Lesbians

A  sermon  affirming  the  religious  value
of Gays and Lesbians will be presented at
loam   Sunday,    Nov.    17,    at    the    First
Unitarian  Society  of  Milwaukee,  1342  N.
Astor St.

Come As You Are:  Gaps,  Lesbians  and
the  Church  will  be  delivered  by  the  Rev.
Andrew C.  Kennedy,  D.  Min.  Visitors are
welcome.

The  Unitarian  Unlversalist  Asscoiation,
which    as    a    denomination    stresses
freedom  and  diversity,  has  been  working
for   equal    human    rights   for    sexual
mlnorltles since  1975.  It has Gay  men  and
Lesbians    as    mln!sters,    educators    and
other  church  officers,  and  encourages  iits
ministers  to  officiate  at  Lesbian  and  Gay
Services of Union .

In  an  earlier  sermon,  Kennedy  pointed
out that the denomination was the first to
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Terry  M.  Nickel
1962-1991

Terry    M.    Nickel,    age    29,    died    on
Thursday,    October    24,    1991,    after    a
valiant struggle  with  AIDS.  He  was  born
on   July   22,    1962,   \in   Wisconsin   Dells.
T6rry had a long and distinguished career
as an entertainer in the Midwest.  He  held
the  title  of  Mr.   Gay   Madison,   and  was
first   runner-up   of   Mr.   Gay   Wisconsin.
After  many  years  of  association  with  the
Mr./Miss/Ms.    Gay    Madison    pageant,
Terry    became    the    owner    and    head
coordinator    for    the    pageant,    one    Of
Madison' s             most             prestigious
entertainment attractions.

Terry  was  employed  by  Queen  Anne's
catering  for  7  years,  where  he  served  at
many    formal    social    events,     including
functions for the Mayor and Governor.  He
was   also   well   known  for   his   fabulously
decorated    and    well    attended    cocktail

parties,  and  his ability to transform many
local   bars   into   showplaces   on    special
occasions.

Terry  lost  his  lover,   Howie   Holton,   to
AIDS   in   July   of   1991    after   a   6   year
relationship.

There  was  a  celebration  Of his  life  held
on   November   2,   at   The   New   Bar,   in
Madison,     where     an     entertainment
extravaganza was performed  in  his honor.
Included   were   film   clips   of   his   many
memorable   shows   in   Madlson.   Many   Of
his friends and acquaintances attended.
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Minneapolis' Hard Bodies Male Dance Revue recently took Milwaukee by storm 
[speaking of storms — they were safely home in time for that 30" snow storm last week] 
with appearances at Rainbow Revue and Partners. 

Tabby's Pageant Show at the Rainbow — Tabitha Stevens [3rd from left, rear] and lots of 
talented entertainers performed. 
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regularly ordain women to the ministry in 
1865. "One hundred years from now, as 
we look back on it, I suspect we'll be just 
as proud of our being among the first to 
ordain Gays and Lesbians as we are of our 
being the first to ordain women." 

Speaking about AIDS, he said, "As 
Unitarian Universalists, I believe we have 
a responsibility to speak out in support of 
Gays and Lesbians. for ignorance, fear 
and bigotry are already infecting millions 
and millions of people across the land so 
as to constitute an invisible plague of 
astonishing proportions and of potentially 
deadly significance." 

The service will be preceded by a talk at 
9am on Amnesty International's 
Campaign for Women, presented by a 
local coordinator of the campaign. 
Amnesty International usually adopts 
individual prisoners, but is undertaking a 
special campaign to stress that women's 
human rights are systematically abused in 
many countries. 

Northern Womyn 
offer films Nov. 19 

Northern Womyn of Green Bay will 
present an evening of films, sure to be 
both provacative and inspirational! 
Featured will be Kay Weaver's One Fine 
Day, an anthology of women through 
history set to music, and the sultry 
Lesbian classic Desert Hearts. 

This double feature evening will begin 
promptly at 6:30pm on Tuesday 
November 19 at the Brown County Public 
Library's Auditorium. The Library is 
located at 515 Pine Street in downtown 
Green Bay. This event is free and open to 
the public. For more information call Lynn 
at (414) 465-1374. See you at the movies! 
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regularly ordain  women to the ministry in
1865,  "One  hundred_,years  from  now,  as
we lock back on  it,  I  suspect we'll be just
as  proud  of  our  being  among  the  first  to
ordain Gays and Lesbians as we are Of our
being the first to 6`rdainvyomen. ' '

Speaking   about   AII}S,   he   said,    "As.g::tsa,I;annsi?iTiitvye::a:i;:sa,kl¢::'i,:v:u;;.T,av.:

Gays   and   Lesbians,   for.`-.ignorance,   fear

::8:£3fjtor:sa;fepa:roep::ya#::t`tnh%Ta`:Ilo::

r:;S;b
as   to   constitute   an   i
astonishing  proportions
deadly significance.

le   plague   Of
Of  potentially

gaTmhes:rnv£CeAwi[tnbd:-tpyrece[dnet,:rbnya:i:an!:,i:
Campaign   for+^7omen,   presented   by   a
local    coord'inator    of    the    campaign.•Amnesty     International     usually     adopts

individual  prisoners,  but  is  undertaking  a
special  campaign  to  stress  that  women's
human rights are systematically abused in
many _countries.

Northern Womyn
off®r  lIIms  Nov.  19

Northern   Womyn   of   Green   Bay   will
present  an  evening  of  films,   sure  to  be
both    provacative    and    inspirational!
Featured  will  be  Kay  Vveaver's  One  Flne
Day,    an   anthology   of   women   through
history   set    to    music,    and    the    sultry
Lesbian classic Desert Hearts.

This  double  feature  evening  will  begin
promptly     at     6:30pm     on     Tuesday
November  19 at the Brown  County  Public
Library's    Auditorium.     The    Library    is
located  at  515  Pine  Street   in   downtown
Green Bay.  This event is free and open to
the public.  For more  information call Lynn
at  (414)  465-1374.  See you at the movie§!
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Health 
CMV Retinitis and HIV 

(Astral — Although an estimated 80 
percent of healthy adults carry antibodies 
to the cytomegalovirus (CMV), most 
people will never exhibit symptoms. In 
recent years. however. CMV infections 
have increased due to the rising number 
of persons with suppressed immune 
systems, such as AIDS patients, who 
cannot fight the virus because of a 
weakened immune response. 

The most common site of CMV infection 
is the retina of the eye. CMV Retinitis is 
an increasingly frequent opportunistic 
infection among people with AIDS. The 
virus can destroy retinal tissue and, if left 
untreated. cause blindness. It is the most 
prevalent eye infection and leading cause 
of vision loss among AIDS patients. 
Prompt diagnosis and treatment are 
essential to inhibit progression of the 
virus and to preserve vision as long as 
possible. So prevalent is the infection in 
AIDS patients that the Centers for 
Disease Control (CDC) defines it as a 
diagnostic criterion for AIDS. 

How CMV enters the retina and why the 
virus attacks AIDS patients is not fully 
understood. CMV's progression in the 
retina, however, has been documented in 
medical literature. In the retina, CMV can 
lead to inflammation of retinal cells by 
moving from one cell to another. The 
infection can progress rapidly. If the 
infection does not respond to treatment 
and is present in both eyes, CMV Retinitis 
can quickly lead to blindness. 

PRESENTING SYMPTOMS 
CMV retinitis does not cause pain and 

the eye shows no associated redness, 
irritation or swelling. Therefore, patients 
may not show symptoms until the disease 
progresses to a point where eyesight is 
impaired. Some AIDS patients, however, 
may experience symptoms as soon as the 
virus enters the retina. 

Symptoms include blurred vision or 
change in visual field. As the disease 
progresses, the patient may notice 

/AIDS 
'floaters.' and island-like blind gaps, with 
subsequent visual blurring and 
diminished vision. Symptoms of retinal 
detachment include the onset of multiple 
floaters — black flecks that appear to float 
before the eyes — flashing lights and loss 
of vision. 

Usually. one eye is affected more 
acutely than the other and, without 
treatment, the second eye can become 
infected within months. Patients may 
experience loss of sharp vision, indicating 
macular, or central, retinitis, or loss of 
vision to the sides, indicating peripheral 
retinitis. 

DISEASE ONSET & PROGRESSION 
The most common pattern of disease 

progression has been described as a 
'brushfire' or 'burnout. ' In essence, the 
gradually expanding edge of the retinal 
lesion leaves atrophic, 'burned-out' 
tissue behind as the infection expands 
Into new areas. Although the burned-out 
tissue regains its transparency and a 
more healthy appearance than the tissue 
more recently infected. it is functionally 
destroyed. The location of the original 
Infection is important because it affects 
both the symptoms and the rate at which 
blindness occurs. 

The length of time between initial 
infection and blindness varies. While 
medical literature reports approximately 
half of AIDS patients with CMV Retinitis 
go blind within four months, other sources 
report loss of sight in two weeks or the 
maintenance of sight for a year. 

SCREENING & CLINICAL DIAGNOSIS 
Regular eye examinations allow 

physicians to detect and treat the Infection 
while it is still in the periphery of the 
retina and before its advance directly 
threatens vision Early sians can be 
detected by a routine eye exam An 
opthalmoscopic examination shows clear 
demarcation between infected and healthy 

contd. on page 22 
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by W.W. Welts III 

Protection Agency doesn't accuse you of 
personally creating a third hole in the 
Ozone Layer. 
9. Be Thankful That... you can recognize 
your leather fetish has probably gotten 
way out of hand, after ordering Genuine 
Cow Hide Toilet Paper out of some 
X-rated catalog. 
10. Be Thankful That... you don't have a 
lover, because you'd just have to 
memorize the secret PIN number for their 
Instant Cash Card and practice forging 
their signature before using their credit 
cards 
11. Be Thankful That... your doctor 
doesn't prescribe a steel re-enforced. 
Corrective Condom as treatment for your 
sexual problem. 
12. Be Thankful That... your Gay nephew 
never used you as a childhood role model. 
otherwise he'd probably be the nelliest 
Homo in the world. 
13. Be Thankful That... you're not so 
obsessed with video porno actors, that 
you begin marketing Porno Trading Cards 
emblazoned with naughty pictures of Jeff 
Stryker, Joey Stefano. Steve Hammond. 
etc., vital stats printed on the back. 
14. Be Thankful That... your health 
insurance covers physical therapy if 
you're dating some ex-gymnast, whose 
favorite sexual position requires you to 
put your hand on the bottom of your foot 
and straighten you leg like a ballet dancer, 
and then pretend you're comfortable, 
while holding that position for at least a 
half an hour 
15. Be Thankful That... you're having an 
affair with a man who already has a lover 
because you'll never have to invite his 
mother over for Thanksgiving dinner. 

So. there you have it, fifteen things to 
be thankful for. If none of these worked for 
you. just be thankful I couldn't think of 
any more 
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Showtime 10:30Pm 
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(gets you a'2 rail drink) 

MONDAY 
'1.15 Cuetvo & Corona + Shake-A-Dice 

TUESDAY 
'3 Beer, Wine, Soda Bust, 

'1.50 Sterling Vodka Drinks 

WEDNESDAY - PARTY NIGHT 
'1 Rail, '1.25 Rail Schnapps, '1.25 Bottle Beer 

THURSDAY 
'1 Rail 

FRIDAY 
'1 Rail Schnapps 

SATURDAY 
'1.25 Wine Coolers 

SUNDAY 
'1.50 Screw Drivers, Morning 

Glories, Bloody Mary's 

LABATT'S is Always'1.25 

Come celebrate Lady Gail's 
25th Birthday at Partners, 

Saturday, November 9, 
3-7pm, Free Beer! 

813 South First ■ Milwaukee 
647-0130 
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CMV  Ret[nitis  and  HIV/AIDS
[Astra]   -Although   an   estimated'80

percent of hea`lthy  adults  carry  antibodies
to    the    cytomegalovirus    (CMV),     most
people  will   never   exhibit   symptoms.   In
recent   years,   however,   CMV   infections
have  increased  due`to  the  rising  number
of    persons    with    suppressed     immune
systems,    such   as   AIDS   patients,    who
cannot   fight   the    virus    because    of    a
weal{ened immune response.

The most common site of CMV infection
is  the  retina  of  the  eye.  CMV  Retlnltls  is
an    increasingly    frequent    opportunistic
infection  among  people  with  AIDS.   The
virus can destroy retinal tissue and,  if left
untreated,  cause  blindness.  It is the  most
prevalent eye infection  and  leading  cause
of    vision    loss    ampng    AIDS    patients.
Prompt    diagnosis    and    tr?atment    are
essential   to   Inhibit   progression   of   the
vlru§  and  to  preserve  vision   as  long  as
possible.  So  prevalent  is  the  infection  ln
AIDS    patients    that    the    Centers    for
Disease   Control   (CDC)   defines   lt   as   a
dlagnostlc criterion for AIDS.

How CMV enters the retina and why the
virus  attacks  AIDS  patients   is  not  fully
understood.   CMV's   progression   in   the
retina,  hbwever,  has  been  dacumented  in
medical literature.  In the retina,  CMV  can
lead   to  inflammation   of  retinal  cells  by
moving   from   one   cell   to   another.   The
infection   can   progress   rapidly.    If    the
infection  does  not  respond  to  treatment
and is present in both eyes, CMV Retinitis
can quickly lead to blindness.

PRESENTING SYMPTOMS

Symptoms   include    blurred   vision    or
change   in   visual   field.   As   the   disease
progresses,    the   patient   may   notice

:cei;s:i;::y:h:;ensfe

Of vision.

`floaters,'  and  island-like  blind  gaps,  with

i)::ba:S!i:mhuie::btLi:c:;th#e:i;ye:h:i°:a#:rs:;i:i;:;i¥;:
flashing lights and  loss

ye    is    affected    more
other    and,    `without

:::::re:nt'wi:i:ns~¥o`:dths:yepa::nt:ec::;
experience loss  Of sharp.Vision,  indicating

#:£Coun'a{6:;ec:jndt::,['j:::::¥{jnSg\;ref::Shser:i
retinitis.

DISEASE ONSET & PROGRESSION
The  most  common  pattern  of  disease

progression    has    been    described    as    a`brushfire'   or   `burnout.'   In  essence,   the

gradrally  expanding  edge  of  the  retinal
lesion    leaves    atrophic,    `burned-out`
tissue   behind   as   the   infection   expands
into  new  areas.  Although  the  burned-out
tissue   regains    its   transparerlcy   and   a
more  healthy  appearance  than  the  tissue
more  recently  infected,   it  is  functionally
destroyed.   The   location   of   the   original
infection  is   important  because   it  affects
both  the  symptoms and the  rate  at  which
blindness occurs.

The    length    Of    time    between    initial
infection    and    blindness    varies.    While
medical   literature   reports   approximately
half of  AIDS  patients  with `CMV  Retinitis
go blind within four months,  other sources
report  loss  Of  sight  in  two  weeks  or  the
maintenance of sight for a year.

SCREENING & CLINICAL DIAGNOSIS
Regular     eye     examinations     allow

physicians to detect and treat the infection
while  it   is   still   in   the   periphery  of  the
retina   and   before   its   advance   directly
threatens    vlslon.    Early    signs    can    be
detected   by   a    routine   eye   exam.    An
opthalmoscopic   examination   shows   clear
demarcation between infected and  healthy

contd. on page 22

Protection  Agency  doesn't  accuse  you  of
personally   creating   a   third   hole   in   the
Ozone Layer.
9.  Be  Thankful  That...  you  can  recognize
your  leather  fetish   has   probably  gotten
way  out  of  hand,  after  ordering  Genuine
Cow    Hide    Toilet    Paper    out    Of    some
X-rated catalog.
10.  Be Thankful  That...  you  don't  have  a
lover,    because    you'd    just    have    to
memorize the secret PIN  number for their
Instant  Cash  Card   and   practice  forging
their  signature  before  using  their   credit
cards.
11.    Be    Thankful    That„.    your    doctor
doesn't    prescribe    a    steel    re-enforced,
Corrective  Condom  as  treatment for  your
sexual problem.
12.  Be Thankful That...  your  Gay  nephew
never used you as a childhood role  model,
otherwise   he'd   probably  be   the   nelliest
Homo in the world.
13.   Be   Thankful   That...   you're   not   so

•obsessed   with   video   porno   actors,   that

you begin marketing Porno Trading Cards
emblazoned with  naughty  pictures  of Jeff
Stryker,   Joey  Stefano,   Steve  Hammond,
etc. ,  vital  stats printed on the back.
14.    Be    Thankful    That...    your    health
insurance     covers     physical  `  therapy     lf
you're   dating   some   ex-gymnast,   whose
favorite   sexual   position   requires   you   to
put your  hand on  the  bottom  of  your  foot
and straighten you leg like a ballet dancer,
and    then    pretend    you're    comfortable,
while  holding  that  position  for  at  least  a
half an  hour.
15.  Be  Thankful  That...  you're  having  an
affair with a man  who already  has a lover
because   you'll   never   have   to   invite   his
mother over for Thanksgiving dinner.

So,  there  you  have  it,  fifteen  things  to
be thankful for.  If none of these worked for
you,  just  be  thankful  I   couldn't  think  Of
any more.
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SUNDAY, NOV, 10 
9:30Pm 

Miss Gay 
Appleton 

A Wisconsin-USA 
Preliminary 

WED., NOV. 13 
10:30Pm 

Bryan Murphy 
as Pearl Bailey 

4t15 WestProspect Ave. 
(Hwy BB) • Appleton 

The Town of Menasha Police Deportment & 
The Pivot Club Requires EVERYONE to Present 

a Vold Photo ID Upon Entering The Club 

Juicy Bits 
Things to be 
thankful for 

November is traditionally a month in 
which American families to gather to 
count their blessings as well. If you can't 
think of anything to be thankful for, I've 
come up with a whole slew, try a couple 
one for size. Remember, it's awfully hard 
to be miserable when you're grateful for 
what you've got, or haven't got. 
1. Be Thankful That... you don't live in the 
Soviet Union, where the Moscow Branch 
of Queer Nation, headed by Russian drag 
queen, Ludmilla Chinchilla, recently 
petitioned Mikhail Gorbachev to replace 
the Hammer and Sickle on the Soviet Flag 
with a Pink Triangle and a Lambda 
symbol, or at the very least. a picture of 
Judy Garland and Toto. 
2. Be Thankful That... you don't consider 
the future together with your 'life partner' 
to be a 'life sentence.' 
3. Be Thankful That... your therapist 
doesn't diagnose you as 'hopelessly 
immature' after proudly presenting her 
with a strawberry cheese cake cooked in 
your Easy Bake Oven. 
4. Be Thankful That... you've received so 
many responses to your personal ad, the 
Post Office has given your mailbox it's 
own Zip Code. 
5. Be Thankful That... you're not so 
addicted to phone sex you unconsciously 
give a job interviewer the number to your 
favorite 1-900 line (1- 900- BIG SLUT) 
instead of your Social Security Number. 
6. Be Thankful That... you don't 
understand all the fuss over the ban of 
Gay men in the Boy Scouts, because all 
yo 've ever wanted to do was, "Sing 
around the camp fire" and "join the 
Camp Fire Girls.'' 
7. Be thankful That.., you don't live with a 
cosmetics- crazed drag queen who asks 
you to hold un-declawed 'Fluffy,' while he 
uses mascara and eye shadow to highlight 
his cat's beautiful eyes. 
8. Be Grateful That... after years of 
unmanageable hair and thousands of cans 
of aerosol hairspray, the Environmental 

ti
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SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 9TH 
11P111 Showtime 

1 st Annual 
Miss Club 94 Contest 

Emceed by the "Sisters" 
of the 94 follies girls 

- See bartender for applications -
CLUB 94 

Corner 1-94 & Hwy C 
(East Frontage Road) 

Kenosha 

. . . .

. • . . 

414/857-9958 
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SUNDAY, NOV.  ]0

9:30Pm

Miss Gay
Appleton

A Wisconsin-USA
Preliminary

WED„ NOV,  13

10:30pm

Bryan Murphy
as Pea[I Ba.IIey

The Tourn Of Monccha Pdico Dopc]rfmorf 8t
The Pivot Club Roqulres EVERYONE to Prosont

a Vara Photo ID Upon EntoTing The Club   `

ThlnoS  to  b®
thankful  for

November   is   traditionally  a   month   in
which   American   families   to   gather   to
count  their  blessings  as  well.  If  you  can't
think  of  anything  to  be  thankful.for,   I've
come  up  with  a  whole  slew,  try  a  couple
one  for  Size.  Remember,  it's awfully  hard
to.be  miserable  when  you're  grateful  for
what you've got,  or haven't got.
I. Be Thankful That... you don't live in the
Soviet  Union,  where  the  Moscow  Branch
of Queer  Nation,  headed by  Russian  drag
queen,   Ludmilla   Chinchilla,   receritly
petitioned  Mikhail   Gorbachev  to  replace
the Hammer and Sickle on the Soviet Flag
with   a   Pink   Triangle    and    a    Lambda
symbol,  or  at  the  very  least,  a  picture  of
Judy Garland and Toto.
2.  Be Thankful That...  you don't  consider
the future together with your `life partner'
to be a .`life sentence. '
3.   Be   Thanlrful   That.„    your   therapist
doesn't    diagnose    you    as     `hopelessly
immature'   after   proudly   presenting   her
with  a  strawberry  cheese  cake  ccoked  in
your Easy Bake Oven.
4.  Be Thankful That...  you've  received  so
many  responses  to  your  personal  ad,  the
Post  Office   has  given   }our   mailbox   it's
own Zip Code.
5.    Be   Thanlrful   That...    you're    not   so
addicted  to  phone  sex  you  unconsciously
give a job  interviewer the  number to your
favorite   1-900   line   (1-   900-   BIG   SLUT)
instead of your Social Security Number.
6.    Be    Thankful    That...    you    don't
understand  all  the  fuss  over  the  ban  of
Gay  men  in  the  Boy  Scouts,  because  all
yo   've   ever   wanted   to   do   was,   "Sing
around   the   camp   fire"    and    "join   the
Camp Fire Girls."
7. Be thanltful That... you don't live with a
cosmetics-   crazed   drag  queen  who  asks
you to hold un-declawed  `Fluffy,'  while he
uses mascara and eye shadow to highlight
his cat's beautiful eyes.
8.   Be   Grateful   That...    after   years   Of
unmanageable hair and thousands of cans
of  aerosol   hairspray,   the   Environmental

:rfu

Z/
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llPMshoutime

lst Annual
Nliss Club 94 Contest

Ermceed by the E`Sisters" _
of the 94 follies girls

- See bartender for applications -
CLU894     -

Corner I-94 & Hwy C
(East Frontage Road)  `

Kenosha

414/857-§958
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retinal tissue. If retinitis is present, the 
physician will note fluffy, white cotton 
wool spots that enlarge into uninvolved 
retina with or without associated retinal 
hemorrhage. The spots may or may not 
follow the path of a major blood vessel in 
the retina. 

DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS 
Because CMV retinitis can be mistaken 

for a number of other eye complications, 
primary care physicians usually refer 
patients with symptoms to an 
ophthalmologist for diagnosis. Some CMV 
retinitis, typically in the periphery of the 
retina, may be detected only with the 
indirect ophthalmoscope and dilation of 
the pupil. 

Physicians suspecting CMV retinitis 
must differentiate it from a number of 
other retinal abnormalities. Cotton wool 
spots and small hemorrhages are not 

uncommon in AIDS patients. Such spots 
are present in half of AIDS patients and 
can be misdiagnosed as an early sign of 
CMV retinitis. 

Laboratory confirmation of the 
diagnosis can be obtained through blood 
or urine cultures. Treatment often begins 
before systemic CMV infection is 
confirmed because tests may take weeks 
to evaluate, and the disease can progress 
significantly in that time. 

If the diagnosis is uncertain, serial 
retinal photography can be used to 
monitor the growth and number of 
lesions. Although the virus can be taken 
from eye fluid, those cultures rarely 
provide confirmation of infected 
mononuclear cells. 

Where CMV is the likely cause of 
infection, a physician may make a 
presumptive diagnosis and begin 
treatment for CMV retinitis. 

FDA ok's Foscarnet for CMV Retinitis 
[HHS) — HHS Secretary Louis W. 

Sullivan, M.D., announced Sept. 27 the 
Food and Drug Administration's approval 
of the drug foscarnet for the treatment of 
AIDS patients with cytomegalovirus 
(CMV) retinitis. CMV retinitis is an eye 
infection that can lead to blindness in 
individuals with impaired immune 
systems. 

Foscarnet is the second drug approved 
for use in AIDS patients with CMV 
retinitis. Ganciclovir has been approved 
since June 1989 for treating the disease, 
but a significant number of patients are 
unable to tolerate treatment with the drug 
because of the adverse effects it can have 
on the production of critical blood cells. 

Clinical studies have demonstrated that 
foscarnet can benefit patients with CMV 
retinitis. Although a clinical study 
comparing the relative efficiency of 
foscarnet to ganciclovir is underway, no 
definitive data are yet available. 
Foscarnet, like ganciclovir. is not a cure 
for CMV retinitis, but can significantly 
delay the progression of the disease. 

Foscarnet has been available since 
August 1990 to physicians treating AIDS 

patients with CMV retinitis who are 
unresponsive to ganciclovir. The drug was 
made available through FDA- sanctioned 
open study protocols sponsored by the 
drug's manufacturer. Astra 
Pharmaceutical Product, Inc. , of 
Westborough, Mass. Astra will market 
the product under the trade name 
Foscavir.

Some serious toxicity problems have 
been associated with foscarnet. In 
particular, prescribing physicians should 
pay very close attention to any signs of 
kidney damage, abnormal electrolyte 
levels in the blood or seizures in patients 
treated with the drug. 

This is the eighth drug approval for 
treatment of an AIDS or AIDS related 
condition. The other seven are: 

• zidovudine (AZT) for treating 
Infection with the AIDS virus; 

• ganciclovir for the treatment of 
sight-threatening CMV retinitis, 

• aerosolized pentamidine for use in 
preventing the occurrence and recurrence 
of Pneumocystis carinii pneumonia; 

• Injectable pentamidine for the 
treatment of Pneumocystis carinii 
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THE 196 South 2nd Street • Milwaukee • 273-7474 

ball ame g••••••••••• 
• Sheepshead Tournament, Sat. Nov. 23, 4pm 

WATCH THE PACKERS SUNDAY AFTERNOON 
-- Also Monday Nite Football --

MIXED SUN. & MON NITE IRREGULAR BOWLERS 
— Buy the First, Get the Second Drink Free + Free Pizza 

MONDAY Schnapps $1, Domestic Beer 5L25; TUESDAY Pull Tab Nite; WED 53 Beer 
Bust "1" or, 600 glasses of beer AND $1.50 Rail Drinks; THURSDAY Pull Tabs; 

FRIDAY 5-r -Play our Lotto-Cash Prize; SATURDAYS & SUNDAYS Bloodys, 
Screws, Dogs $1.60 til 6 pm. Hot Dogs served. Slammers $1. We serve pizza any time. 

Party Room Available. "IT'S YOUR BIRTHDAY" 2nd Drink On US! 
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oontd. from page 20
retinal  tissue.   If  retinitis  is  present,  the
physician   will   note   fluffy,   white   cotton
wool   spots  that  enlarge  into  unlnvolved
retina  with  or  without  associated  retlnal
hemorrhage.  The  spots  may  or  may  not
follow the path  of a  major blond  vessel  ln
the retina.

DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS
Because CMV retinitis can be  mistakeh

for  a  number  of other  eye  complications,
primary    care    physicians    usually    refer
patients      with      symptoms      to      an
ophthalmologist for diagnosis.  Some CMV
retinitis,  typically  in  the  periphery  of  the
retina,   may   be   detected   only   with   the
indirect   ophthalmoscope   and   dllatlon   of
the pupil.

Physicians    suspecting    CMV    retinitis
must  differentiate   it  from   a   number   Of
other   retlnal   abnormalities.   Cotton   wool
spots   and   small   hemorrhages   are   not

.fti:?

uncommon  ln  AIDS  patients.   Such  spots
are  present  in  half  of  AIDS  patients  and
can  be  misdiagnosed  as  an  early  sign  of
CMV retinitis.

Laboratory     confirmation      of      the
diagnosis  can  be  obiei.ned  through  blood

3refuor::ecs;,:::ems;¢tTr%a#ventjno;:ecnt{::gj::
confirmed  becau.5e  tests  may  take  weeks
to evaluate,  an
significantly in

e  disease  can  progress
time.

r%ej;::I:t::e:t:;O;:o¥£:L§h¥ehL§vc]:u:ngcei::u)§'§:tiir:§j

;rr°omvjdeeye  cf::`fi;riTfen  Cu::ure:nf:acrtee'!
mononuclearcells.      -    `\.  `

[nf¥c?{eorne,  CaMVphjyss{ctj::  "#.  u::i:   9:
presumptive     diagnosis     and     begin
treatment for CMV retinitis.

FDA  ok's  Foscarn®t for CMV  R®tinitis
[HHS]    -    HHS   Secretary   Louis   W.

Sullivan,   M.D.,   announced  Sept.   27   the
Food  and  Drug  Adminlstration's  approval
of the  drug foscarnet for  the treatment of
AIDS   patients    with    cytom€galovirus
(CMV)   retinltis.   CMV  retinitis  is  an  eye
infection   that   can   lead   to   blindness   in
individuals     with     impaired     immune
systems.

Foscarnet  is  the  second  drug  approved
for    use    in    AIDS    patients    with    CMV
retinitis.   Ganciclovir   has  been   approved
since  June  1989. for  treating  the disease,
but  a  significant  number  of  patients  are
unable to tolerate treatment with the drug
because of the adverse effects it can  have
on the production of critical blood cells.

Clinical  studies  have demonstrated  that
foscarnet  can  benefit  patients  with  CMV
retinitis.    Although    a    clinical    study
comparing   the   relative   efficiency   of
foscarnet  to  ganciclovir  ls  underway,   no
definitive     data     are     yet     available.
Foscarnet,   like  ganciclovir,   is  not  a  cure
for  CMV   retinitis,   but   can   significantly
delay the progression of the disease.

Foscarnet    has    been    available    since
August  1990  to  physicians  treating  AIDS

patients    with    CMV    retinitis    who    are
unresponslve to ganciclovir.  The drug was
made  available  through  FDA-  sanctioned
open   study   protocols   sponsored   by   the
drug's             manufacturer,             Astra
Pharmaceutical      Product,       Inc.,      of
Westborough,   Mass.   Astra   will   market
the    product    under    the    trade    name

This   is_  the   eighth   drug   approval  for
treatment   of   an   AIDS   or   AIDS   related
conditioh.  The other seven are:

•zidovudine      (AZT)      f`or      treating
infection with the AIDS  virus;

•ganciclovlr   for   the   treatment   of
sight-threatening CMV retinitis;

• aerosollzed   pentamldine   for   use   in
preventing  the  occurrence  and  recurrence
of Pneumocystls carinii pneumonia;

•injectable     pent_amidine     for     the
treatment     of     Pneumocystis     carinii-
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• Sheepsheed Tournameut, Sat. Nov. 23, 4pm

WATCH THE IIACKERS SUNDAY AFTERNOON
-- Also Monday Nite Football -

MIXED SIN. & MON NITE IRREGULAR BOVIERS
- Buy the First, Get the Second Drink Free + Free Pizza

MONDAYSchnapps$1,DomesticBeer$1.25;TUESDAYPullTabNite;WEDSBeer

Bust9"-1AMor,cO¢glassesofbeerAND$1.50RalDrinks;THURSDAYPullTabs;
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pneumonia; 
• recombinant human alfa interferon 

for the treatment of Kaposi's Sarcoma; 
• fluconazole for the treatment of 

candidiasis and cryptoccocal meningitis; 
and 

• erythropoietin for the treatment of 
the severe anemia sometimes associated 
with zidovudine treatment. 

(Foscavir manufacturer Astra also 
announced a program to help cover the 
costs of Foscavir treatment for those 
patients who cannot afford the therapy. 
Under the Foscavir Assistance and 
Information on Reimbursement (FAIR) 
program, Astra will seek reimbursement 
from third party payors. Medicaid, and 
governmental programs on behalf of 
patients taking Foscavir. If 
reimbursement is not available, Astra will 
cover the cost of the drug for qualified 
patients.) 

GM HC releases 
`Treatment Issues' 

Gay Men's Health Crisis (GMHC) has 
just released a new compilation issue of 
Its indispensable newsletter of 
experimental AIDS therapies, Treatment 
Issues. Published by GMHC's Medical 
Information Department, the 
comprehensive 193-page bound volume 
contains articles from all Treatment 
Issues published between November 1987 
and January 1991. 

Treatment Issues is GMHC's 
newsletter devoted to providing reliable, 
clear, and detailed information on 
experimental and standard AIDS 
therapies. The articles are divided into 
five broad chapters — Antivirals, 
Immunomodulators, Descriptions of 
HIV-related Illness, Treatment and 
Prevention of Infections, and General 
Interest. 

The compilation volume and yearly 
subscriptions are both available for a 
suggested donation of $30 each. To 
receive compilation volumes and 
subscriptions, please write: GMHC, 
Medical Information Department, 129 
West 20th Street, New York, NY 1001177 

1753 South KK Ave • 672-5580 

A Friendly 
Place for Everyone, Everyday 

FRI., NOV. 8th • 9"-1:30°m 
TURKEY GIVE AWAY 
Turkeys & Prizes Given Away 
Every Half Hour starting at 

10:30 Pm 

3 

••• 

SAT., NOV. 9th, 2Pm-? 
301 SINGLES DART 

TOURNAMENT 
Cash Prizes & More 
Fundraiser for MAP 

10""-Girth & Mirth Meeting & 
Social night 

• • • 

STARTING NOV. 1" 
3' ANNUAL 

"STARS FOR AIDS" 
Give a gift of a star for a lover 

or loved one 
••1111 

WESTERN DANCING 
Tuesdays & Fridays 

Free lessons Tuesday at 8-10' 
& Friday at 9-10' 
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pneumonia;
• recombinant   human   alfa    interferon

for the treatment of Kaposi's Sarcoma;
for    the    treatment    of
cryptoccocal   meningitis;
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Information    on    Fieimbursement    (FAin)
program,  Astra  will` Seek  reimbursement
from  third  party,payors,   Medicaid,   and
governmental    p'rograms    on    behalf    Of
patients      ,--ta'king          Foscavlr.           If
reimbursefnent is not  available,  Astra  will
cover  the  cost  of  the  drug  for  qualified
patients.)

GMHC  releases`Treatment  lssues'

Gay  Men's  Health  Crisis  (GMHC)   has
just  released  a  new  compilation  issue  Of
its       indispensable       newsletter       of
experimental  AIDS  therapies,   Treatment
Issues.    Published   by   GMHC's   Medical
Information            Department,            the
comprehensive   193-page   bound   volume
contains    articles    from     all    Treatment
Issues  published between  November  1987
and January 1991 .

Treatment       Issues       is       GMHC's
newsletter  devoted  to  providing  reliable,
clear,    and    detailed    information    on
experimental      and      standard     AIDS
therapies.   The   articles   are   divided   into
five    broad    chapters    -     Antivirals,
Immunornodulators,     Descriptions    of
HIV-related    Illness,    Treatment    and
Prevention    of    lnfections,    and    General
Interest.

The    compilation    volume    and    yearly
subscriptions   are   both   available   for   a
suggested    donation    Of    $30    each.    To
receive   .compilation      volumes      and
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Letters 
Help food pantry 
Dear Friends: A little more than a year 
and a half ago, the Milwaukee AIDS 
Project began a food service program to 
provide MAP's Clients with nutritional 
food and personal care items at no cost. 
Christina Kotlowski took on the challenge 
of overseeing the pantry, along with her 
other duties as a case manager at MAP. 

Thanks to Christina and the many 
pantry volunteers, the Food Pantry has 
come a long way. In just 18 months, the 
number of people served by the Food 
Pantry has grown from zero to nearly 200 
people a month. 

During last year's football season, the 
Station II Packer Gang put out a challenge 
to some of the bars to raise money for the 
Food Pantry. There was enough money 
raised to help stock the pantry — plus —
put together food baskets for clients at 
Thanksgiving. Christmas and Easter. 
Many thanks to the patrons and bar 
owners of Station II, Nitenples, Leaded 
Shade II, Fannies, and Jet s Place. You 
helped make the holidays special for 
others. 

Last Christmas, two women decided 
that instead of buying each other gifts, 
they both wrote checks for $50 to the 
Milwaukee AIDS Project Food Pantry. I 
recently heard that they are going to do it 
again this year. The mother of one of 
these women also gave a check for $50 
and $10 came in from Marysville, 
Washington from a retired couple (my 
aunt and uncle) A friend had a Food 
Pantry Party and raised more than $100, 
plus boxes of food — and what a fun time 
we had! 

Gifts of candy were given by individuals 
at Christmas and Easter to add to the food 
baskets, adding something special to the 
children's holidays, and volunteers got 

OPEN 
SUNDAY, 

Nov. 10 • 4Pm 
1.94 to 

41 North 
(See us st 

the Stoplight) 

together at the Milwaukee AIDS Project to 
color eggs — MANY EGGS — for Easter 
baskets; each trying to outdo the other for 
the prettiest looking egg. 

Now that the football season is in full 
swing, the 'Packer Gang' again 
challenges you. While you're enjoying the 
game (cheering for the Packers) donate 
something to the Food Pantry.

It would be nice to see food barrels in 
every bar. The need is now, not just for 
the holidays, but all year long. Please —
HELP — in any way you can. Contact 
Christina Kotlowski at MAP, (414) 
273-1991, for information on how to make 
sure that every client of the Milwaukee 
AIDS Project who needs food can find It in 
the Food Pantry. 

— Sincerely, 
Shirley Fitzpatrick 

If It Concerns You, It Concerns Us! 

529-6440 
529-2800 

ATTORNEYS 
Carol L. Law & 
Warren J. Klaus 
LAW & KLAUS 

Personal injury, workers 
compensation, wills, probate 

avoidance, partner's separation 
agreements, OAWI, real estate, 

visitation & family law. 

FREE FIRST MEETING 
with attorney regarding any legal matter. 

CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT 
Evening & Weekend Hours 

CPA Services 

2-1,1114 
11 

'11111-. 11111211011110,00117))01 

, -,ttommoo. 
5665 South 108th Street 

Hales Corners, WI 53130 
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store — generally the one which has been 
foolish enough to give you a credit card. 
Then go directly to the section which has 
the item, purchase it, and leave. 
Hopefully. you won't have to deal with 
trying it on — this should help all of you to 
stick to your diets! Choose the brand and 
price you are willing to pay prior to 
arriving at the store! 

Stay away from sales The cut in price 
isn't worth the crowded aisles or long 
lines. If you unwittingly encounter a sale, 
employ grocery shopping techniques. 

Do your Christmas shopping no later 
than October, preferably in July or in 
January after the post- Christmas sales. 

Ultimately, your best weapon to win at 
both grocery and clothes shopping is to 
eat carefully and infrequently. You won't 
change sizes and you can go for weeks 
without entering a supermarket. If that 
fails, find a helpful friend. One with a 
'Born to Shop' bumper sticker. Send them 
in your place — lead your friend to believe 
you're letting him/her do this for you. If 
all else fails. hire a professional shopping 
service. It's well worth the cost! 

FAX IT TO US! 
(EVERYTHING BUT CLASSIFIEDS) 

In Step's Fax (414) 278-5868 
Voice Phone (414) 278.7840 

RAINBOW REVUE 

Sunday, 10:30am to 3pm 

KITCHEN OPEN 

OPEN 
SUNDAY, 

Nov. 10.4x^ 
1-94 to 

41 North 
(See us st 

the Stoplight) 

CHICAGO 

2914 N. Broadway, Chicago 
(312) 525-6550 

1
5 

"CHICAGO'S LATE 
NIGHT SPOT TILL 4 AM" 

3501 North Halstead 
Chicago. IL 

(312) 871-6116 

The neighborhood bar 
of the future 

954 W Blemont 
Chicago. IL 60657 

312-348-4975 

The North End 
of Chicago's 

"Halstead Strip" 

(312) 477-7999 
3733 North Halstead, Chicago 

THE 

11ORTH 
END 

CHICAGO BARS . . . 
Want to be Included? 

414/278-7840 
This size ad for 12 issues (1/2 year) 1157 
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Store  -  generally the one which has been
foolish  enough  to  give  you  a  credit  card.
Then go directly to the  section  which  has
the    item,    purchase    it,    and    leave,
Hopefully,   you  won't  have  to  deal  with
trying it on - this should help all Of you to
stick to your diets!  Choose the brand  and

::::;in3oaut`t£:esto::,,,{ng   to   pay   prior   to
Stay  away  from  sales.  The  cut  in  price

isn't   worth   the   crowded  aisles  or   long
lines.  If you  unwittingly  encounter  a  sale,
employ grocery shopping techniques.

Do  your   Christmas   shopping  no   later
than   October,, preferably   in   July   or   in
January after the post- Christmas sales.

Ultimately,  your best  weapon  to win  at
both  grocery  and  clothes  shopping  ls  to
eat  carefully  and` infrequently.  You  won't
change  sizes  and  you  can  go  for  weeks
without  entering  a  supermarket.   If  that
fails,  find  a   helpful  friend.   One  with  a
`Born to Shop' bumper sticker.  Send them

in your place -  lead your friend to believe
you're  letting  him/her  do  this  for  you.  If
all  else fails,  hire a professional shopplng
service.  It's well worth the cost!

V
FAX IT TO uS!
(EVERYTHING BUT CLASSIFIEDS)

In Step's Fax (414| ,27&5868
V®ice Phone (414) 27e.7840
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Reflections from the Joan Zone by Joan Lawre to 

Shopping 
You've all seen the bumper sticker. 

'Born to Shop' or the one that says, 'I 
Love to Shop' or others with variations on 
the same theme. There are certainly those 
among us who live and love to shop. But, I 
am definitely not one of them. 

To me shopping is divided into two 
categories: necessities and luxuries. 
Necessities are: food, toilet paper, cat 
litter, etc. Luxuries are everything from 
clothes to a television to Christmas 
presents. (Yes, clothes and Christmas 
presents constitute luxuries.) 

Let's take necessities first. We all have 
to eat, so we all must buy food. Not a 
whole lot of it perhaps, but everyone must 
have something in the house in case they 
can't make it to the nearest Burger King. 

I live one block from a major chain.. . 
deliberately. If I have to do this, I am not 
going to walk, drive or bus to add to the 
hardship. The store has to be close so I 
can get it over with as quickly as possible. 

Well. that's at least how it ought to 
work in theory, but going into any major 
food chain is never quick — or easy. 

Yet, I've tried to reduce this to a 
science. First. my shopping list is made 
up according to what foods are in each 
aisle. Simple, right? Wrong. For some 
reason which has never been made clear 
to me, they keep moving the food! I guess 
it's marketing. But it sure adds to the 
complexity. 

Okay. I'm ready. Shopping list in hand, 
I enter the store, grab a cart. (Notice how 
the wheels always stick or go sideways?) I 
start breezing down the aisles, grabbing 
each item in order (hopefully, they 
haven't been moved) My goal is to 
accomplish this quickly, and as painlessly 
as possible. 

But, I'm delayed by all the damn 
stragglers. The comparison shoppers, the 
uncertain shoppers, the ones who stand in 
the middle of the aisle pursuing their list 
or talking with a friend. I attempt to 

control myself, slamming the cart into 
them might not be especially wise. So I 
sort of come up on their ankles, hoping 
they will take the hint. Usually further 
combat isn't necessary.

Somehow I make it through the store —
holding tightly to every bit of patience I 
possess. Never at the speed of the Indy 
500, but passing by or demolishing all the 
slowpokes who would dare to get in my 
way. Usually, I reach the finish line 
without actually crashing into anyone. The 
key word here is usually — I'm not always 
that lucky — but if they'd get the hell out 
of the way I wouldn't have this problem! 

Finally, I'm at the check-out counter, 
ready to pay and be on my way. 

Not quite Most of the check-outs are 
closed, especially if it's after 5pm or 
Sunday, the busiest shopping periods. 

When I actually get to the cashier. 
she/he uses this wonderful new 
technology called a scanner — designed to 
speed up our journey. Problem is. there's 
always one or two items not listed in the 
scanner. I'm now forced to wait, 
muttering loudly under my breath, while 
the cashier goes to check the price. Oh 
yes, be thankful for the wonders of 
modern technology! 

But I can finally see the end of my 
journey. My groceries will be bagged and 
I will be free. 

They're packed, I'm free — but, will I 
be able to make it across the street? Just 
barely, because the brilliant packer has 
put all the heavy items in the same bag! 
Do they all go to the same school? Have 
they all learned how to cause a permanent 
shoulder injury? 

Still, I only have to make it across the 
street, the parking lot and up 4 flights of 
stairs! 

Finally, I'm home. Safe. I've not been 
vanquished. If I eat out every night, I 
won't have to do this again next week! 

At least luxury shopping is simpler. 
You figure out exactly what you need. 
Jeans, a VCR, whatever. Decide which 

OPEN 
Thur thru 

Sun at 9pm 
SPECIALS EVERY 

NIGHT 
(c.r, CI ow Alder, Stliuttay 

7azday r ?in 
Su Vaxibm the Yrtir Key0 

. Whilialiffigli"."111.4411) 
.... 

a A . ..:•:•••} • 

: 4 , 

NOW OPEN ON WEDNESDAYS 
with COUNTRY WESTERN NIGHT, 9pm 

with new bartender Henry 
The best of country music on our new CD Players. 

$1 Can Beer & Rail All Night! 

Thursdays 
SUDS & STUDS NIGHT 
with Craig - you pick 

your drink price out of 
the bucket! 

Fridays
BFST IN VIDEO NIGHT 

with Brian -
and $5 Beer Bust 

Saturdays 
GOOD MUSIC, GOOD 

DRINKS & GOOD MEN 
in leather 50C Off your 
drinks with Greg & Kim 

Sundays
WINGS OPENS 5:30 

with $3 Beer Bust and 
Free Hot Dogs. 

Rick Jarr's Comedy is 
back from 5:30-8:00 
9:00-Close Sleazy 
Sunday with Greg 

z- `_5-
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Shopplno
You've   all   seen   the   bumper   sticker,

`Born  to  Shop'   or  the  one  that  says,   `1

Love to Shop'  or others with variations on
the same theme. There are certainly those
among us who live and love to shop.  But, I
am deflnltely not one Of them.

To   me   shopping   is   divided   into   two
categories:   necessities   and   luxuries.
Necessities   are:   food,   toilet   paper,   cat
litter,   etc.   Luxuries  are  everything  from
clothes    to    a    television    to    Christmas
presents.    (Yes,.  clothes   and   Christmas
presents constitute luxuries.)

Let's take  necessities first.  We all  have
to  eat,   so  we  all  must  buy  food.  Not  a
whole lot of it perhaps,  but everyone must
have something  ln  the  house in case  they
can't make lt to the nearest Burger King.

I  live  one  block  from  a  major  chain...
deliberately.  If I have to do this,  I am not
gctng to walk,  drive or bus to add to the
hardship.  The  store  has  to  be  close  so  I
cangetitoverwlth,asqulcklyaspossible.

Well,   that's  at  le.ast  how  it  ought  to
work  in  theory,  but  going  Into  any  major
food chain is never quick - or easy.

Yet,   I've   tried   to   .reduce   this   to  `a
science.  First,  my  shopping  list  i§  made
up  according  to  what  foods  are  ln  each
aisle.   Simple,   right?   Wrong.   For   some
reason  which  has  never  been  made  clear
to me,  they keep moving the food!  I guess
it's  marketing.   But  lt  sure  a.dds  to  the
complexfty.

Okay,  I'm ready. Shopping list ln hand,
I enter the store, grab a cart.  (Notice how
the wheels always stick or go sideways?)  I
start  breezlng  down  the  aisles,  grabblng
each    item    ln    order    (hopefully,     they
haven't   been   moved).    My   goal   ls   to
accomplish this quickly,  and as painlessly
as possible.

But,    I'm    delayed   by   all   the    damn
stragglers.  The  comparison  shoppers,  the
uncertain shoppers, the 'ones who stand ln
the  middle Of the aisle  pursuing  their  list
or   talking   with   a   friend.   I   attempt   to

control   myself ,   slamming   the   cart   into
them  might  not  be  especially  wise.  So  I
sort  of  come  up  on  their  ankles,  hoping
they  will  take   the   hint.   Usually   further
combat isn't necessary.

Somehow I make it through the store  -
holding  tightly  to  every  bit  of  patience  I
possess.  Never  at  the  speed  of  the  lndy
500,  but passing by or demolishing all the
slowpckes  who  would  dare  to  get  in  my
way.    Usually,    I    reach   the   finish    line
without actually crashing into anyone. The
key word here is usually  -  I'm not always
that lucky  -  but if they'd get the hell out
of the way I wouldn't have this problem!

Finally,   I'm  at  the  check-out  counter.,
ready to pay and be on my way.

Not  quite.  Most  Of  the  Check-outs  are
closed,   especially   if   it's   after   5pm   or
Sunday, the busiest shopping periods.

When   I   actually   get   to   the   cashier,
she/he     uses     this     wond`erful     new
technology called a scaTiner  -  designed to
speed up our journey.  Problem  is,  there'§
always one or  two  items  not  listed  in  the
scanner.    I'm    now    forced    to    walt,
muttering  loudly  under  my  breath,  while
the  cashier  goes  to  check  the  price:  Oh
yes,    be   thankful    for    the    wonders    Of
modern technology !

But  I  can  finally  see  the   end  Of  my
journey.  My groceries will be bagged and
I will be fro.e .

They're  packed,  I'm  free  -  but,  will  I
be able to make it across the street?  Just
barely,  because  the  brilliant  packer  has
put all the  heavy  items  ln  the  same  bag!
Do  they  all  go  to  the .same  school?  Have
they all learned how to cause a permanent
shoulder Injury?

Still,  I  only  have  to  make  lt  across  the
street,  the parklng  lot and up  4  fllghts  Of
stairs!

Finally,  I'm  home.  Safe.  I've  not  been
vanquished.   If  I  eat  out  every   night,   I
won't have to do this again next week!

At   least   luxury   shopping   is   simpler.
You  figure  out   exactly  what  you   need.
Jeans,   a  VCR,   whatever.   Decide  whlch

NOW OPEN 0N WEDNESDAYS
Wjth£3#h¥¥¥eEHNIesET'9Pm

The best of country music on our new CD Players.
$1 Can Beer & Rail AIL Night!
Thundavs

SuDs & SruDS NIGHT
with Craig - you pick

your driwh price out of
the bucket!

Fridays
BEST IN VIDEO NIGHT

u)ith Brian -
and $5 Beer Bust

Saturdavs
GcOD MUSIC, GOOD

DRINKS & GcOD MEN
in leather 50¢ Off your
drinks with Greg & K}ro

Sundavs
TINGS OPENS 5:30

with $3 Beer Bust and
Free Hot Dogs.

RIch Jarr's Comedy is
bach From 5..308..00
9..00€lose Sleazzy
Sunday u)ith Greg
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The Arts 
Madison Lesbian variety show weekend 

Kissing Girls Productions is excited 
and full of new and creative energy in its 
effort to bring Madison's 6th Annual 
Lesbian Variety Show, I Got This Way 
From Kissing Girls 6, to the Barrymore 
Theatre, 2090 Atwood Ave.. Madison on 
Saturday. Nov. 23rd and Sunday, Nov. 
24th. 1991. 

This is the first year KGP has expanded 
to presenting the same show on two 
nights (past shows have been one night & 
often sold out). KGP promises this year 
the shows will be briefer, yet still full of 
substance & style. 

All 1991 recipients of Kissing Girls 
Culture and Creativity Awards will be 
participating in some facet of the 
weekend's activities. 

Once again, KGP has an entire 
weekend of events lined up for all you 
wonderful dykes and womyn friends. 

• Friday, Nov. 22 — KGP is proud to 
showcase for the second year in its own 
special forum, a fun and vibrant opening 
to the Lesbian Art Show from 5-7pm at 
Apple Island, 849 E Washington Ave., 
Madison. The artwork will continue to be 
on display until 9pm. 

• Friday, Nov. 22 — KGP will be 
producing some of the best Lesbian poets 
around at the Lesbian Poetry Reading. 
running concurrently with the Art Show at 
Apple Island from 7-9pm. ASL 
interpreted. 

• Saturday, Nov. 23 — KGP will 
continue its exhibit of Lesbian Artwork at 
Apple Island 12- 4pm. 

• Saturday, Nov. 23 — The 1st Big 
Show at the Barrymore. Old and new MCs 
for the evening. Local dykes will entertain 
with their riotous style of humor and 
storytelling as they fill the empty space 
between acts and set changes. And the 
moments you've been waiting for all 
year. . . friends, acquaintances, and some 
awfully cute dykes will entertain you and 
warm your heart with their incredible 
array of Lesbian talent. The evening 

promises to be magical! Show begins at 
7pm. Doors open at 6:30pm. ASL 
interpreted tonight only. 

• Sunday. Nov. 24 — KGP will 
continue its exhibit of Lesbian Artwork at 
Apple Island from 11- 3pm. 

• Sunday, Nov. 24 — The 2nd Big 
Show at the Barrymore! This show will be 
just as good as the first. Perhaps even 
better; since stage fright, production 
kinks, an earlier time, and a feel for the 
flow of the evening should all be worked 
out. Showtime is 6pm. Doors open at 
5:30pm. 

KGP commented. "It's terribly 
important to us to incorporate as much 
feedback as possible that we receive each 
year. Attempting to produce another 
whole weekend of events is an enormous 
undertaking. So far, it's been a lot of fun. 
We have a contingent of new Production 
Coordinators to help us in this process. 
KGP would like to give them warm thanks 
in advance. Also, we'd like to thank you 
for some of the thoughtful ideas you have 
given us to consider over time. We will be 
making our best effort to work out 
wheelchair accessible toilet facilities, of 
some type, at the Barrymore. In addition. 
there will be Braille programs available at 
the door of all of our events. The Friday 
night Poetry Showcase and the Saturday 
night Show will be ASL interpreted. 
Seating for womyn who use wheelchairs 
will be reserved, as well as for womyn 
with visual or hearing impairments." 

Tickets for the Variety Show are $10 and 
go on sale at: A Room of One's Own, the 
Barrymore Theatre, Whole Earth, Magic 
Mill. Green Earth and Four Star Fiction 

EVERY 
WEDNESDAY 

MALE 
DANCERS 

The Next Stop — one of Gay/Lesbian Milwaukee's newest stop in the River West 
neighborhood. Lary, the owner can be seen in center, rear — 

We snapped these Wreck Room staffers during the bars party night. OK guys — get back to work and quit posing for pictures! 
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Madlson  L®sbian variety show w®®k®nd
Kissing    Girls    Productions    is    excited

and  full  Of  new  and  creative  energy  ln  its
effort   to   bring    Madison's   6th   Annual
Lesbian   Variety   Show,   I   Got   Thl§   Way
From  Klsslng  Girls  6,  to  the  Barrymore
Theatre,  2090  Atwood  Ave„  Madison  on
Saturday,   Nov.   23rd   and   Sunday,   Nov.
24bth, 1991,

This is the first year KGP has expanded
to+presenting   the   same   show   on    t`^/o
nights (past Shows have been one night. &
often  sold  out).   KGP  promises  this  year
the  shows  will  be  briefer,  yet  still  full  of
substance & style.

All    1991    re,cipients   of   Kissing    Girls
Culture   and   Creativity   Awards   will   be
participating    in    some    facet   of    the
weekend ' s activities.

Once    again,    KGP    has    an    entire
weekend  of  events   lined   up  for  all  you
wonderful dykes and womyn friends.

• Friday.  Nov.  22  -  KGP  is  proud  to
showcase  for  the  second  year  in  its  own
special  forum,  a  fun  and  vibrant  opening
to  the  Lesbian  Art  Show  from  5-7pm  at
Apple  Island,   849   E.   Washington  Ave.,
Madison.  The  art`^rork  will  continue  to  be
on display until 9pm.

•Friday.   Nov.    22    -KGP   will   be
producing  some, of the  best Lesbian poets
around   at   the   Lesbian   Poetry   Reading,
running concurrently with the Art Show at
Apple      Island      from      7-9pm.      ASL
interpreted.

•Saturday,    Nov.    23    -KGP    will
continue  its  exhibit  of Lesbian  Artwrork  at
Apple  Island 12- 4pm.

/  .Saturday,  Nov.   23   -The   lst   Big
Show at the Barrymore.  Old and new MCs
for the evening.  Local dykes  will  entertain
with   their   riotous   style   Of   humor   and

;te°#:#jnagct:Satnhdeyseft!''c£::g:±P#n:P:£:
moments   you've    been    waiting    for    all
year...  friends,  acquaintances,   and  some
awfully cute  dykes  will  entertain  you  and
warm   your   heart   with   their   Incredible
array   of   Lesbian    talent.    The   evening

7;°mm.!SeBoto°rs:?o:::`Caa';S6h:°3:pbme:}nasaf
lnt.erspur:tde:yt.°h£:;.°n'2y4    _    KGp   win

a°pnpti:u[:,itnsdefxr:i:jt],O.f3Lpe£?ianArtworkat

sh:;uan,d,ahyeS:ro,vy.in:fe!ihi:::.;n:i"Bag
just  as  good .as  the  first.   Perhaps  even

fien¥::;ansj::rei{e:`TFine6,f:Lgdht:feperiiourct:::

:I:tY°sfh:hwet£:Veen::96Sphm°:,`dD£'rsbeo;e°:kea¢
5:30pm.

KGP     commented,      "It's     terribly
important  to  us   to   incorporate  as   much
feedbacl{  as  possible  that we  receive  each
year.    Attempting    to    produce    another
whole  weekend  of  events  is  an  enormous
undertaking.  So far,  it'§ been a  lot of fun.
We  have  a  contingent  Of  new;  Production
Ccordlnators  to  help  us  in  this  process.
KGP would like to give them warm thanks
in  advance.  Alsot  we'd  like  to  thank  you
for some of the  thoughtful  ideas you  have
given us to consider over time.  We will be
making    our    best    effort    to    work    out
wheelchair   accessible   toilet   facilities,   Of
some type,  at the  Barrymore.  In addition,
there will be Braille programs  available  at
the  door  of  all  of  our  events.  The  Friday
night  Poetry  Showcase  and  the  Saturday
night    Show    will    be    ASL    interpreted.
Seating  for  womyn  who  use  wheelchairs
will  be  reserved,   as  well   as  for   womyn
with visual or hearing impairments. ' I

Tickets for the Variety Show are $10 and
go on  sale at:  A  Room Of One's Own,  the
Barrymore  Theatre,  Whole  Earth,   Magic
Mill,  Green  Earth  and  Four  Star  Fiction
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HALLOWEEN '91 

and Video on Nov. 2nd. 

Out of town mail order purchases can be 
made Oct. 30-Nov.9. Tickets are available 
on a first come first serve basis for as long 
as they last. Mail your check payable to 
Kissing Girls Production. Inc. (or KGP, 
Inc.), for $10 per ticket, to KGP, P.O. Box 
6091, Madison, WI 53716. Include SASE. 
Those ordering mail order tickets need to 
indicate their first and second preference 
for dates. If a second preference is not 
noted and tickets are sold out for the date 
you requested. your check will be 
returned. 

Ticket purchases are limited to six per 
request either through the mail or at the 
ticket outlets. Get your tickets early... this 
show sells out fast. This year, your ticket 
to 'I Got This Way From Kissing Girls 6' 
will include admission to all of our 
weekend events. Please be prepared to 
show your ticket at the door of the other 
events.. but, hold onto them for Show 
Night! 

Playwriting seminar 
Playwright Michael Neville will be 

conducting a six-week seminar in 
professional playwriting from Tuesday, 
November 12th through Tuesday, 
December 17th Participation will be 
limited to eight students. 

Original plays of NeviIles have been 
produced off-Broadway at the Manhattan 
Theater Club, at ACT Seattle, the Actors 
Theater of Louisville, Boston's Night 
Stage, and numerous other off-Broadway 
and regional theaters. 

Neville is a recipient of a National 
Endowment for the Arts in Playwriting. a 
New York Fellowship in Playwriting, a 
Massachusetts Fellowship in Playwriting, 
and a Sam S. Shubert Fellowship in 
Playwriting. 

Neville is the Executive Director of 
Playwrights Studio Theater, a company in 
Milwaukee devoted to the development of 
new scripts. He was a panelist on the 
1990 Milwaukee Artist Foundation. 

For further information, call (414) 
476-8984. 

eNeN 
11•111 1, 

RAINBOW REVUE 
Happy Hour 4 to 8 • 2 for 1 Monday to Friday 

THURS, Nov. 14TH 
SCORPIO B-DAY BASH 

FREE BEER & BUFFET, 8 TO 12 

DARTS & SUPPLIES FOR SALE 

SAT, Nov. 16T" 
CREAM CITY FOUNDATION 

FUND RAISER SIIOW & 
AUCTION OF BAR SIGNS/NEONS, 

ETC. 

1100 South 1st Street • 647-9950 
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and Video on Nov. 2nd.
Out Of town mall order purchases Can be

made Oct.  30-Nov.9.  Tickets are available
on a first come fir,st serve basis for as long

i:,cst;I,%r,€S:1:;s;M::otLfc:k:et:{*jhE::;:tasy:aob{eg;:
6091,  Madison,  WI  53716.'  Include  SASE.
Those ordering  mail order.tickets  need  to
indicate  their  first  and  second  preference

i°orte€a:ensdt::k:tsseacr:nsdoL:r:&r:onrc:h:Sd:::
you    requested,    your    chgck    will    be
returned.

:iec;;c:ks:::::u::ecrh:i::,uoafe#!tfs::,::o,;s.:t,Ehi:
show sells out fast:  This year,  your  ticket
to  `1  Got This Way  From  Kissing  Girls  6'
wlll    include    admission    to    all    Of    our
weekend  events.   Please  be  prepared  to
show  your  ticket  at  the  door  of the  other
events..   but,   hold   onto   them   for   Show
Night!

Playwriting  seminar
Playwright    Michael    Neville    will    be

conducting    a    six-week    seminar    in
professional   playwriting   from   Tuesday,
Novemt)er     12th     through     Tuesday,
December    17th.     Participation    will    be
limited to eight students.

Original   plays   Of   Nevilles   have   been
produced  off-Broadw`ay  at  the  Manhattan
.Theater Club,  at  ACT  Seattle,  the  Actors
Theater    of    Louisville,    Boston's    Night
Stage,  and  numerous  other  off-Broadway
and regional theaters.

Neville   is   a   recipient   of   a   National
Endowment for the  Arts  in Playwriting,  a
New   York   Fellowship   in   Playwrlting,   a
Massachusetts  Fellowship  ln  Play`^/rlting, -
and   a _Sam   S.    Shubert   Fellowship   in
Playwrlting.

Neville   is   the   Executive   Director   of
Playwrights Studio Theater,  a company ln
Milwaukee devoted  to the development Of
new  scripts.   He  was  a   panelist  on   the
1990 Milwaukee Artist Foundation.

For    further     information,     call     (414)
476-8984.
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OPEN 5 PM 
MON-FRI 
OPEN 3 PM 
SAT/SUN 

COCKTAIL 
HOUR 
5 TO 9 

MON-FRI 

(- MONDAY- )
ABSOLUT Heaven $1.25 

(- TUESDAY-)
Rail Nite $1.00 

(- WEDNESDAY- )
Super Bust $3.00 

(Beer, Wine, Soda, Juice) 

(- FRIDAY- )
All Cold Schnapps $1.00 

(- SATURDAY-)
Corona/Cuervo $1.00 

(- SUNDAY- )
Bloody Mary's, Morning 
Glories, Lunch Buffet 

$1.25 

135 East National V Milwaukee 
643-9758 

Music extravaganza 
to benefit MAP 
Milwaukee — For the second year in a 

row, Jerry Allen Smith will present an 
organ recital as part of the Music At St. 
Paul's series. Along with Mr. Smith will 
be performances by the Cross of Life 
Lutheran Church Handbell Choir of 
Brookfield, trumpeter David Brown, tenor 
Gary Wells, and a host of other vocalists. 
Music ranging from the Baroque to the 
20th century will be presented. 

This recital, to he held Sunday evening, 
November 24 at 7pm, is a fund raiser for 
the Milwaukee AIDS Project and for 
people who are living with HIV disease in 
Southeastern Wisconsin. A donation of $5 
per person may be paid at the door. 

Smith is a nationally known classical. 
theater, and 'pop' organist, teacher, and 
clinician. He graduated from the 
University of Portland, Oregon with a 
bachelor's degree in organ performance, 
and a master's in music education. He is 
currently Director of Music at Beautiful 
Savior Lutheran Church in Mequon. 

His concerts are unique in that he plans 
his programs around the instruments on 
which he performs. Smith discusses the 
organ and the music, as well as the 
featured composers. 

Since being diagnosed with AIDS, Mr. 
Smith has turned the majority of his time 
to AIDS advocacy. As an activist, much 
time is spent on AIDS awareness and 
education. He frequently discusses his 
experiences and other AIDS-related 
issues publicly through the media and 
through presentations throughout the 
state. He has been featured in three 
documentaries for PBS, and, is the 
chairman of the People Living With AIDS 
Coalition of Wisconsin. 

St. Paul's Episcopal Church is located 
at 914 East Knapp Street, on Milwaukee's 
lower east side. 
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TRIANGLE

OPEN 5 PM
roN-FF]I
OPEN 3 PM
SAT/SUN

ccroKTAiL
HOUR
5TO9

MON-FF]I

rJELJND_AIi
ABSOLUT Heaven $1.25

rmESB4¥i
Rail Nile $1.00

rwEDNESDAy|    '
Super Bust se.oo

(Beer, Wine, Soda, Juice)

rE-RIDAII
All Cold Schnapps $1.00

rsATUF]DAyi
Corona/Cuervo $1.00

rsuNPA¥|
Bloody Mary's, Morning
Glories, Lunch Buffet

$1.25
.\

135 East National Y Milwaukee
643-9758

t¥ub8::®®f#rfrvfganza
Mllwauhee  -  For the`second  year  in  a

::;:nJreer:{yta]A:[senpa€tm;tfhthwej'k:::cse£:sat?
Paul's  series.  A|6ng  with  Mr.  Smith  will
be   performan¢ets   by   the   Cross   Of   Life
Lutheran   Chti-rch   Handbell   Choir   of

8::;kfre!f]:,trauH¥Paet£:sP:¥£8t%r°::ati:snt::
Music  ranging  from  the  Baroque  to  the
20th century will be presented.

This recital, t6` b? held Sunday evening,

tNh:Ve#?,ewra:£eaet7ErDtis!S3r:renfr:`LS:ri::
people who are  living  with- HIV  disease  in
Southeastern Wisconsin.  A  donation o.f $5
per person may be paid at the door.   -

Smith  is  a   nationally  known   classical,
theater,  and  `pop'  organist,  teacher,  end
clinician.     He     graduated     from     the
University   of   Portland,    Oregon   with   a
bachelor's  degree  in  organ  performance,
and  a  master's  in  music  education.  He  ls
currently  Director  of  Music  at  Beautiful
Savior Lutheran Church in Mequon.

His concerts are  unique in that he plans
his  programs  around  the  instruments  on
which  he  performs.   Smith  discusses  the
organ   and   the   music,    as   well   as   the
featured composers.

Since  being  diagnosed  with  AIDS,  Mr.
Smith  has tuned  the  majority of his  time
to  AIDS  advocacy.   As  an  actlvist,   much
time   is   spent   on   AIDS   awareness   and
education.    He   frequently   discusses   his
experiences    and    other   AIDS-re.lated
issues   publicly   through   the   media   and
through    presentations    throughout     the
state.    He   has   been   featured   in   three
documentaries    for    PBS,     and,     is    the
chairman  of the  People  Living  With  AIDS
Coalition Of Wisconsin.

St.   Paul's  Episcopal  Church   is  located
at 914 East Knapp Street,  on Milwaukee's
lower east side.                                                      .

V
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HALLOWEEN '91 
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Steppin' Out 
Now that Halloween and The Pageant 

are out of the way we can begin counting 
the days to the holidays! There are only 
three issues, after this one, before our 
Christmas/ New Years issue hits the 
streets. It's hard to believe that another 
year is wrapping up. One more big event 
coming up soon is the Holiday Invitational 
Tournament, over Thanksgiving weekend. 
HIT is in its 13th year, and is the 
'grand-daddy' of Gay bowling events in 
the country. Over 300 bowlers from the 
USA and Canada are anticipated. Deadline 
for entries is November 11. See the article 
in this issue, or call Dean at (414) 
291-9836 or Cindy at (414) 871-4735 for 
any other information. 

Since our deadline was October 31, you 
won't find all the Halloween or any 
Pageant coverage in this issue. But we do 
have plenty of Halloween photos from 
before deadline in this issue for your 
viewing pleasure. Enjoy the creativity of 
some fantastic costumes. 

Prior to Halloween, there were a few 
other events to bring you up to date on.. . 
Rainbow Revue held shows on October 18 
& 20 to benefit their Mr. titleholder 
(Sydney) and Miss (Brittany Morgan). 
The benefits helped Syd and Brittany pay 
for all their Pageant related expenses. 
(Mr. contestants have to get new clothes 
and Miss hopefulls need never before 
seen gowns!) 

Now that it's the season for cocooning, 
if you're a sheepshead player. don't 
forget the Baligame's monthly 
tournaments. For those of you who aren't 
from around these parts. sheepshead is 
an endemic card game, also known as 
'schafskopf' to those with a German 
heritage. If you're not a native (like me) 

by Ron Gelman 
you'll never be able to grasp this game. (I 
guess you have to grow up with it to 
understand it!) 

In order to keep the contestants from 
clawing each other to death. Club 94's 
'Queen of the 94 Follies' contest had four 
winners. Each of the comedy queens won 
a tiara so there would be no jealous back 
stabbing with 4 inch nails. Congrats to 
Samantha. Anita Little. Lola, and Jackie. 

Jo'dee's Intl. played host to Victoria 
Kelly and her variety revue that same 
night in Racine. Victoria is the show 
director at the Rainbow, where she held a 
birthday dragathon on the 27th. It was 
simply dragocious! 

The Oberons are doing their part for 
kids with AIDS. The club held their 2nd 
beer bust to raise money for their 
Christmas Club for Children with AIDS at 
the Wreck Room on the 19th. The club 
paid for the beer, so the entire $5 from the 
bust went in the fund. 

Whe "NEXT" Std
800 East Chambers • Corner of Chambers & Fratney 

Monday-Friday Saturday & Sunday 
Open at 6pm Open at 12pm 

MONDAY - Men's Night 
Come Experience "Mind Erasers" '1 

TUESDAY 
In-House Pool Tourney '25 for 1'Place 
WEDNESDAY - Ladie's Night 
8-10°- -=3.50 pitchers of Margaritas 

THURSDAY 
Shot Night - 5 1 

FRIDAY 
6-8P"' - Dollar Rails 

SATURDAY 
12-4P^' Chili Dogs '2 

Open Pool, 53 Pitchers 
SUNDAY 

12-2P' Bloody Mary Game Starters 75' 
Open Pool, '3 Pitchers 

Now  th`at  Halloween  and  The  Pageant
are  out  of  the  wiay  we  can  begin  counting
the  days  to  the  holideys!  There  are  only
tch[:i:tis::/es.N:I;eryteha`rs;i°rses'uete,i::::#:

streets.  It's  hard  to  believ.e  that  another
year is ivrapping  up.  One more  big  event

too:;::mu:n::°onv::ihhea#k°su@d;jyn:n:i::i`:T::
HIT   ls    in    its    13th   yearr`  and    is   the

:3:a::LdnatrdS.y'o:terGa%b#w£[::sef¥::tst*:

fuoifnat:fe::sn#oav:#ae¥ti]C,i?%teeed.thDee:rdt'j`cn,:
in    this    issue,,¢r'   call    Dean    at    (414)
291-9836  or  C'indy  at   (414)   871-4735  for
any other lft[ormation.

Sln¢e our  deadline was October 31,  you
won't   find    all   the  `Halloween    or    any
Pageant coverage in this issue.  But we do
have   plenty   of   Halloween   photos   from
before   deadline   in   this   issue   for   your
viewing  pleasure.  Enjey  the  creatlvfty  Of
some fantastic costumes.

Prior  to  Halloween,  there  were  a  few
other events  to bring  you  up  to date  on...
Relnbow Revue held  shows on October  18
&   20   to   benefit   their    Mr.    titleholder
(Sydney)    and   Miss    (Brittany   Morgan).
The benefits helped Syd and Brittany pay
for   all   their   Pageant   related   expenses.
(Mr.  contestants  have  to  get  new  clothes
and   Miss   hopefulls   need   never   before
seengowns!)

Now that it's the  season  for  cceooning,
if   you're    a    sheepshead   player,    don't
forget       the       Ballgame.s       monthly
tournaments.  For those Of you who aren't
from  around  these  parts,   sheepshead   ls
an   endemic   card   game,   also   known   as
`schafskopf'    to    those    with    a    German

heritage.  If  you're  not  a  native  (llke  me)

•   -. -  -- ..=r

K
RAINBOW REVUE

N
Saturday, llam to 9pm
ITCHEN OPE

you'll never be able to grasp this game.  (I
guess   you   have   to   grow   up   with   it   to
understand it! )

In  order  to  keep  the  contestants  from
clawing  each  other  to  death,   Club   94.s
`Queen of\ the 94  Follies'  contest  had four

winner.s.  Each of the comedy queens  won
a tiara  so there would be  no jealous  back
stabbing  with. 4  inch   nails.   Congrats   to
Samauthar, Anita Little, Lola, and Jackie.

Jo'dee'§   Intl.   played   host   to   Victoria
Kelly  and   her   variety   revue   that  same
nigh_t   in   Raclne.    Victoria   is   the   show
director at the Rainbow, where she held a
birthday  dragathon  on  the  27th.   It  was
simply dragociou§!

The  Oberon§  are  doing  their  part  for
kids  with  AIDS.  The  club  held  their  2nd
beer    bust    to    raise    money    for    their
Christmas Club for Children with AIDS  at
the  Wreck  Room  on  the  19th.  The  club
paid for the beer, so the entire $5 from the
bust went in the fund.

8#E[s,8hom,LNc[m¥o]c::mb§[#

###y       So#yot,S2u#ay

C#m?¥xDpet¥T3€s:#aN#T
hwEujeinpE*TA°#r:eL$3fe!:rk.i;`a:e

8-'°Pm-$3+5H°6!£!eB*rrMorgorifas

shi'RTBgA+1
6-8Pm - Dollar  Roils

SATURDAY  -

oTp2:::E8co£:53:#:h.e2rs
12-2r88t:%r:TS8opTteeh:'r:rfers75.
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The irrepressible Tommi and Nanette 
hit the keys at the M&M Club two Sundays 
in a row last month. They proved why they 
are some of Gay Milwaukee's favorite 
cabaret entertainers. 

Minneapolis exports, the Hard Bodies 
male dance revue, made their Milwaukee 
premiere with shows at Rainbow and 
Partners on the 21st and 22nd. Nice 
bodies.. nice guys... lascivious crowd. 
(But that's what makes it fun!) Enjoy the 
pictures! 

The Pivot Club presented live comedy 
on the 23rd with national comedienne 
Holly Farris. Local attraction Zoomie was 
also on the bill for a full night of fun and 
entertainment. 

Partners performers, the Milwaukee 
Wild Boy,. performed a moving 
Halloween dance show at the bar on the 24 
to help kick off Halloween festivities in the 
city. You can feast your eyes on the troupe 
at the bar every other Thursday. 

Check the calendar for upcoming 
airings of the new episode of Yellow on 
Thursday, a half hour variety show aired 
on Milwaukee Warner Cable channel 14 
on Thursdays and Sundays. The second 
half is especially funny and well written. 

It would be senseless to list every 
single Halloween party, costume and 
pumpkin carving contests — so suffice it 
to say every bar had one and the costumes 
and prizes were fabulous! 

I do hope you have been tested for 
antibodies to HIV by now, and if you are 
sexually active, getting checked every 3 to 
6 months. (You know if you were recently 
Infected, it may not show up in your blood 
for 3-6 months.) The Brady East Sexually 
Transmitted Diseases Clinic [BESTD] 
makes it very easy to get tested free and 
anonymously (with counseling) either at 
their clinic or during outreach testing in 
the bars. See the Calendar for upcoming 
outreach sites. 

1.9010 Bus. 20 
Clockower Exit 

815/965-0344 

Rockford's Hot 
Party Place 

513 E. Stole Skeet 
Rockford, II 

The New Leaf in Janesville hosted a 
benefit show for the Madison AIDS 
Support Network [MASN] on the 27th 
MASN has an outreach 'satellite office' in 
Janesville to serve that area of the state 
Outside of the metro Milwaukee area, the 
vast majority of AIDS cases are still 
amongst Gay men. 

Several Milwaukee bars used the theme 
of Halloween to benefit MAP. 3 B's 
Halloween Scavenger Hunt was one, and 
Station II's Haunted House was another. 
By the way, the Station also celebrated 
their 4th anniversary on the 30th. 
Congratulations to Lois, Sheri and their 
staff on 4 fun-filled years. 

That about wraps things up through the 
31st. Until next time, take care — and if 
you drink, don't drive! 

PLEASE 
THANK OUR 

DISTRIBUTORS 

When you pick up your 
free copy of In Step, 
Thank the Manager 

for having it 
available. 

V 

OPEN 
SUNDAY, 

Nov. 10 • V"' 
1-94 to 

41 North 
(See us st 

the Stoplight) 

EVERY 
WEDNESDAY 

MALE 
DANCERS 
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LAMM Meeting: Racism II, potluck at 6, 
program at 7, MEC, 2821 N. 4th St.. call 
264-2600 for more info. 

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 21 
Men Aloud: HIV Risk reduction/ safer sex 
work shops for Gay/Bi men. 7-10pm. 
MAP offices, 315 W. Court Street. Call 
Mike L. at 273-1991 for resv.
Wings [Madison): Full Moon Contest. 

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 22 
Lesbian Art Show & Poetry Reading 
[Madison): Showcased by Kissing Girls 
Productions, opening reception 5-7. 
Apple Island, 849 E. Washington Avenue, 
art on display until 9pm. 

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 23 
The Back Door [Eau Claire): King 
Productions Miss Gay Eau Claire, a 
WI-USA preliminary. 
Lesbian Art Show [Madison]: KGP's 
exhibit at Apple Island, 12- 4pm. 
Madison's 6th Annual Lesbian Variety 
Show: By Kissing Girls Productions, 
Barrymore Theatre (2090 Atwood Ave.). 
Doors open 6:30pm, show at 7. ASL 
Interpreted tonight only. 
Bailgame: Sheepshead Tournament, 4pm. 

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 24 
Lesbian Art Show [Madison]: KGP's 
exhibit at Apple Island from 11-5. 
Madison's 6th Annual Lesbian Variety 
Show: Barrymore Theatre, 6pm 
showtime, doors open 5:30. Repeat of last 
nights show. 
Fannie's: Almost all-womens Holiday 
Show, 6:30pm, with fabulous new guest 
stars. V 

OPEN 
SUNDAY, 

Nov. 10 • 40'" 
1-94 to 

41 North 
(See us at 

the Stoplight) 

1106 Main Strestat 

NEW 
FALL 

HOURS 
Tue.-Sat. 7pm-Close 
Sun.-11:30 ,-Close 
(For Packer Games) 

Tues. ZA opens 
25C Tappers 
9-11pm 

Wed. Ken opens 
Double Bubble 
9pm-12am 

Sun. 50C Tappers & 
Shot specials 
during Packer 
Game. 

Watch Game on 
our big screens. 

Please du nut park in back of our building. 
You must have your Wisconsin II) to enter. 
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The  irrepressible  Tommi  and   Nanette
hit the keys at the M&M Cltlb two Sundays
in a row last month. They proved why they
are   some   of   Gay   Milwaukee's   favorite
cabaret entertainers.

Minneapolis  exports,   the  Hard  Bodies
male  dance  revue,  made  their  Milwaukee
premiere   with   shows   at   Ralnbow   arid
Partners   on   the   21st   and   22nd.    Nice
bodies...    nice   guys...    lascivious   crowd,
(But  that's  what  mal{es  it  fun!)  Enjoy  the
pictures!

The  pivot  Club  presented  live  comedy
on   the   23rd   with   national   comedienne
Holly  Farris.  Local  attraction  Zoomie  was
also on  the  bill  for  a full  night of fun  and
entertainment.

Partners    performers,    the    Mllwauhee
Wild     Boyz,     performed     a     movlng
Hall'oween dance show at the bar on the 24
to help kick off Halloween festivities in the
city. You can feast your eyes on the troupe
at the bar every other Thursday.

Check   the   calendar   for   upcoming
airings  of  the  new  episode  of  Yellow  on
Thursday,  a  half  hour  variety  show  ailed
on  Milwaukee  Warner  Cable  channel  14
on  Thursdays  and  Sundays.   The  second
half ls especially funny and well written.

It   would    be   senseless   to    list   every
single    Halloween    party,    costume    and
pumpkin  carving  contests  -  so  suffice  lt
to say every bar had one and the costumes
and prizes were fabulous!

I   do   hope   you   have   been   tested   for
antibodies  to  HIV  by  now,  and  if  you  are
sexually active,  getting checked every 3 to
6 months.  (You  know  if  you  were  recently
infected, it may not show up in your blood
for 3-6  months.)  The Brady  East  Sexually
fran§mltted    Diseases    Clinic     [BESTD]
makes  it very  easy  to  get  tested  free  and
anonymously   (with   counseling). either   at
their  clinic  or  during  outreach  testing  ln
the  bars.  See  the  Calendar  for  upcoming
outreach sites.

The  New  Leaf  in  Janesvllle  hosted   a
benefit    show    for    the    Madlson    AIDS
Support   Network   [MASN]   on   the   27th.
MASN  has an outreach  `§atellite -office'  in
Janesville to serve  that  area  Of  the  State.

%tts!dmea?:rt]htye:fetrfi.[¥8'W:auskeeseaarreea'stt?,i
amongst Gay men`

Several Milwaui{ee bars used the theme
Of   Halloween  '`to    benefit    MAP.    3    B's

!hf:iife:::y:ijig;i;:F;:u:;.;w:aa::he:::n::rt8f:e;I:
Congratulationstto  Lois,   Sheri  and   their
staff on 4 fun-fillediyears.

31:t?a6:tifunte:tr:i:et\,fita%:uc:rtehr:ugatdth{:
you drink,  don't drivel `,.V

PLEASE
THANK OUR

DISTRIBUTORS '

When you pick up your
free copy of In Step,
Thank the Manager

for having it
available.
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Show,   6:30pm,   with  fabulous  new
stars.
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Men Aloud:  HIV Risk reduction/ safer sex
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Mike L. at 273-1991 for resv.
wings [Madison] : Full Moon Contest.

FRIDAY. NOVEMBER 22
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art on display until 9pm.

SATURI)AY. NOVEMBER 23
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WI-USA preliminary.
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Doors   open   6:30pm,   show   at   7.   ASL
Interpreted tonight only.
Ballgame:`SheepsheadTournament,4pm.

SUNDAY. NOVEMBER 24
Lesbian    Art    Show    [Madison]:    KGP's
exhibit at Apple Island from 11-5.
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Calendar 

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 7 
M&M: Free influenza vaccinations 6-9pm. 
Banquet room. Co-sponsored by BESTD 
Clinic & STD Specialties. 
Yellow on Thursday: Milwaukee Cable 
Channel 14, 10:30pm. 

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 8 
Rod's/New Bar: Blue Bus Clinic offers 
free. anonymous HIV testing & 
counseling, 9pm- lam. 
3B's Bar: Turkey give away, 9pm-
1:30am. Turkeys & prizes given away 
every 1/2 hour starting at 10:30pm. 

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 9 
3B's Bar: '301' Singles dart tournament, 
a MAP fundraiser, cash prizes & more, 
2pm. 
Club 94 [Kenosha]: Miss Club 94 contest, 
1 1pm, emceed by the Sisters of 94 Follies 
Girls. 
Bottomline Travel: Grand Opening 
Celebration, 10am-4pm, food & 
refreshments, videos, drawing for two 
free tickets to anywhere in Continental 
USA & Canada. 3610 N. Oakland Ave. 
Club 3054 Madison]: Blue Bus Clinic 
offers free, anonymous HIV testing & 
counseling, 9pm- lam. 
Girth & Mirth Social: At 3B's, lOpm 

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 10 
All Saints Cathedral: Monthly Diocesan 
Evensong & Healing Services. All Saints 
Cathedral, 818 E. Juneau, service begins 
4pm. Call Cathedral office, 271-7719, to 
make prayers on behalf of someone. 
Pivot Club [Appleton): King Prod. Miss 
Gay Appleton. a WI-USA preliminary, 
9:30pm. 
Square Dancing: Free lessons continue at 
new time of 3:30pm at 3B's, all skill 
levels welcome, sponsored by GAMMA, 
call 963-9833 for more info. 
La Cage: Deadline for tickets for Nov. 17 
Chicago bar crawl, tickets $12. 

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 12 
La Cage: Premiere of weekly Comedy 
Night, video comedy & music like you've 
never seen, 8pm-12:30am. Dance videos. 
12:30am to close. plus $1 mini-bust. 

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 13 
Nothing to Hide 'Madison]: Cable 
Channel 4, 9pm, 'Real Eyes Realize' with 
Jay Hatheway. 
Pivot Club [Appleton]: Bryan Murphy as 
Pearl Bailey, 10:30pm. 

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 14 
Rainbow Revue: Scorpio birthday bash, 
free beer & buffet 8- 12. 

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 15 
Beer Town Badgers: Club Night at Boot 
Camp Saloon. Drawings for prizes & drink 
tickets, lOpm until 1:30am. 
Club 3054 'Madison]: First Class Male 
Revue strippers, 11:30pm, $3 cover. 

Saturday, NOVEMBER 16 
Station II: Linda Smith, $5 cover. Tickets 
available at bar 9pm showtime. 
Rainbow Revue: CCF Fund Raiser show & 
action. 

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 17 
Square Dancing: Free lessons continue at 
new time of 3:30pm at 3B's, all skill 
levels welcome, sponsored by GAMMA, 
call 963-9833 for more info. 
Station II: Kristie K. & Jeff Stoll, 7pm. $2 
cover. 
La Cage: Milwaukee does Chicago! Leave 
bar 8pm (bar opens 7pm), return 4am. $12 
per person.
Club 3054 [Madison): T.C. & Company 
benefit show for PWA's, 10:30 showtime, 
$3 cover. 

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 20 
Nothing To Hide (Madison]: Cable 
Channel 4, 9pm, Sam Day & Friends. 
Roller Skating: All skating fans are 
welcome to join the GAMMA gang at 
Rollaero. 5200 S Pennsylvania Ave. , 
Cudahy. 7:30-10pm. Cost of $2.50 
includes skates, call 963.9833 for info. 

Every Sunday 

Victoria's Variety Revue 
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The Milwaukee Wild Boys' Halloween show at Partners. The Boyz perform there every 
other Thursday. 
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2pm.
Club 94  (Keno8ha]:  Miss  Club  94 contest,
llpm,  emceed by the Sisters Of 94 Follies
Girls.       .
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Girth & Mirth Social: At 3B's, 10pm.

SUNDAY. NOVEMBER 10

iiaiE:esa§i:::i;eii[jjt#;ri§j,nf:Cog;Ei:::';;£:i';#;£j:

;;#£c#et[oA?p]aetowl:.uKs{xgppr:#inin¥i;;
Square Dancing:  Free  lessons  continue  at

!e:|¥£t;Fgei§£;oer?:Sfgeqsnof%:d33;S'Ga'L#`:

Fhi:£g::baDrecar:]#:[e::C§fii for Nov.  17

TUESDAY. NOVEMBER 12

E:33::::!e:i:e:,!Cili:1i:ys#::i-C;i::ecv;iFf;3s:

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 13
Nothing    to    Hide    [Madlson]:    Cable
Channel 4,  9pm,  `Real  Eyes Realize'  with
JayHatheway.     .

3]eva°rt| £!ri:y!48P3]6;0:I :  Bryan  Murphy  as

THURSDAY. NOVEMBER 14

Fr:]eng::I &R3Tffee:t 8::[°2r?`°  birthday  bash,

FRIDAY, NOV£MBEB 15

i::::gsT?°:¥:::¥ja:i:;8:±o6rgr`fz:ts&td:a;
£Leuvbue3s::i4pp(e¥s:di':?3no)imFj;§tcocvtears.SMa!e

statlon|i:aTirnddaay.sNmqtvhF¥5BEORv::.Tickets
available at bar. 9pm showtime.
Ralnbow Re`nie:  CCF Fund Raiser show &
action.

SUNDAY. NOVEMBER 17

ie:Iia;:;a:ei;#.e:?:i:!rje!,s:o::::sdoSj;#Lui!i
Stetlon 11:  Kristie  K.  & Jeff Stoll,  7pm, .$2
Cover.

t:rc8abg=:(bngi`#see7pdmi:r€thj::84°:mL.e3¥2
per person .

S!untfi:°§5h4oj¥:rd!;#.sT.ico.:£s€:#tEine¥
$3 cover .

WEDNESDAY. NOVEMBER 20
Nothing   To    Hlde    [Madison]:    Cable
Channel 4, 9pm, Sam Day & Friends.

§n::ij§;i§e;sk;a!:2:i[:lag::#9!:!3#::nil:S:H;va;a:-
Vict

RAINBOW REVUH

Vue
Every Sunday

oria's Variety R

HALLOWEEN  '91

The Milouaukee  Wild Boyz' Halloweer. shoul at PareneTs.  The  BvyzSerfowr. there  every
other Tharsday.



Free AREA DIALOGUE 
Voice Mail Personals 

-- ORDER FORM --
IN STEP will print a FREE 20 word personal ad for you in several issues. IN 
STEP readers who wish to respond will call 1-900-737-6366 ($1.99 per 
minute), enter your extension number; listen to your privately recorded voice 
message; and leave a recorded response for you to retrieve. 
To place free print ad, fill out the form below. We will mail you complete step-by-step directions in a plain 
envelope. Your name, address, phone number will not be published. 

My FREE 20 word intro ad for IN STEP should read (limit 20 words): 

Check appropriate category: [j Women seeking women; 0 Men seeking men; 0 Bi-Sexual or Couples; 0TV's/rS's. 

GUIDELINES 
Your FREE Area Dialogue section ad in In Step should include a description of yourself, your interests and the age range you 
seek. In Step's voice mail personal ads are available to anyone seeking a relationship with another single person. No sexually 
explicit ads will be accepted. You must be 18 years or older to use this system. In Step Magazine and Area Dialogue re-
serve the right to reject any ad for any reason. Do not leave your last name, phone number or address in either your In Step free 
intro personal ad, or on your voice introduction. 

DISCLAIMER 
Neither In Step Magazine, its employees or Area Dialogue assume liability for the content or reply to any intro personal ads. 
The Advertiser assumes complete liability for the content of and all replies to any printed ad or recorded message and for any 
claims made against In Step Magazine as a result thereof. In Step Magazine and Area Dialogue are not responsible for any 
costs, expenses, damages or liability resulting from or caused by the publication or recording of voice mail personal ads or 
responses to them. 

The following information is confidential, We CANNOT accept your voice mail oersonatzt without IL 

Name 

Address (no P.O. boxes) 

City   State Zip 

Phone (area code) 

Signature 
(Signature attests you are at least 18 years old) 

Mail or Drop Off at: 
IN STEP, 225 South 2nd Street, Milwaukee, 53204. 
Call us at (414) 278-7840 if you have any questions, i‘ LISTEN 

33 

"Do IN STEP Voice Mail Personals Work?" 

"YOU BET! That's How We Met!" 
IN STEP'S PLACE your ad using the form on the opposite page. 

RESPOND to an ad in this issue's Area Dialogue section. Area Dialogue 

11-900-737-6366 
BROWSE through ads by area code. 

to the last 10 messages left on the system 

($1.99 per minute. Must be 18-years old or over!) 

33
"Do]NSTEPvoiceMailber§onalswork?"

INSTEPwi]lprintaFREE20Wordpersonaladflpryouinsevera]issues.IN
STEP readers who wish to respond wi]] call  I-900-737-6366 ($1.99 per
minute),enteryourextensionnumber;]istentoyourprivate]yreco`rdedvoiee
message; and leave a recorded response for you to retrieve.
ToplaefieeFimrdfinouttheformbelow.Wewhlndyoucompibestqudy-stxpdifectiorisinaplain
envelqu You name, addess, chore number will mt bepimshed.-   `--

MyFREE20wordintroadforINSTEPshou]dreadaimit20wor`dS:

Check+Epxpriatecategory:DWomcn8ecking`ircmcn;DMcnsockinglncri;DBi-ScndorCqu;PTvyrsi

GtJpruus

¥iTHT¥¥ff£¥±utFffi+¥T¥#%ffiifeJff¥or##¥¥TEffi##T¥
intopasonalad,oronyourvoiceinnduction

DrscLAlrm

grffg¥#ffiEF¥¥¥ffiffffiffiiferty#¥rdngffF+¥¥
hifi-hfroAthliqmhhathLWeCAVNor.I-ilitrouvohettLliip~+wli]ontit.
ftyFTL!

Addes(noP.b.bexc8)

a,y
mono (area code)

Sigmmre
(Sigrat.Ireal.eslsxpuarta.Ieasl18]reonsald)

MailorDropOffat:
IN STEP, 225 South 2nd Street, Mlwaukee, 53204.
Callusat(414)278-7840ifyouhaveLanyquestious£- - 11111 ----- I- - I -------- I .,------

"YOU BET!  That'§ How We Met!"

[N  STEP, S                PIACE yourad using the form on the opposte page.--  -   _--_ -  _  _-     ____

?    Area  Dialogue       RESPOND toanedinthisissue'shaDfalquesecEon.h-^,,,A-
1.900.737.6_366E3o[:wNst:th:o:r]ods±arg:s:aonthegiv

(S1.99 per minute.  Must be 18-years old or ouerl)

F
k`

-_.I


